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PRESIDE.NT9SCOLUMN

to:
1. Morning (6:30 a.m.), noon, and
night-time Lion's Clubs in Center,
Timpson and Tenaha. (Oh hell, you
don't know where those places are,
much less Shelbyville, Joaquin and
Possum Trot, so I'll just say Shelby
County, Texas).
2. Morning and noon Rotary Clubs.
3. Four (4) area A.A.R.P. groups (the
most interesting, interested, vocal, and
concerned of all the organizations).
4. Two (2) Optomist's Clubs.
5. Business and Professional Women's
Club.
6. Shelby County Historical Association.
7 Shelby C h t y Museum Association. n-8. Two (2) chapters of Beta Sigma Phi A

:-

Sorority.

We were subseuuentlv inpited to he
the guest on an hour call-in show on
KDET radio (Mattie's Fai2y. Lirreh an
hour television program from the First
Baptist Church (The Coffee Shop); and
to speak to eighty ($0) young people
and their parents of the Shelby Cuunty
4 H Clqb.
The total experience was both enlighteningand rejuvenating. Living in a
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EDITOR'S COLUMN
?2lis issue of the Voice honors the
three newest membeselected to the
Texas Court of Criminal Appeals.
The three individuals who actually
introduced them have forwarded theu
remarks to us for publication.
*ti

cF.R. %ck" Film, Jr.-Tyh
F
Cm
,"
.
- Cbaitmen
K n a t JORm
Past Pteddent l g & ~
jw$e Chuck Mecoua & Cr&d A p l s
Ju* Lstrry Gi$t-Bewmont

-

~

of us is unique and, in our own

. we achieve goals that are importan; for which &knowledgeme~t IS

juctge par MCDOWA-ws
E. c."%my"Mmw+&lsii
RQa P d n m d Pas0
Jack Rawitacher-Houspon

never forthcoming even though there
has been a benefit to others
Achievement doesn't require recognition for those who are truly selfachievers. Accomplishment is satlsfaction enough. However, success must
be admired openly and publicly because success is our essence. Individuals who constantly strive for higher
plateaus are those who make Texas
and this country great. Let me talk to
you about one such person - Charles
Frederick (Charlie) B a d , Judge Elect,
Court of Criminal Appeals, Place 4
Charlie was horn in the east Texas
town of Gilmer where he grew from
boyhood to a young adult under the
loving guidance of his parents, Mary
Lee and Jack Baird. Jack Baird was
more affectionatelyknown as "Spot"by
the many who loved and admired him.
Mary Lee Baud is here today and filled
with pride. Spot Baird is deceased, hut
he is here in spirit, and I know he is
proud.
Charlie is married to Dayna Blazey
Baird, an Assistant District Attorney

with Travis County, a fine lawyer who
was a briefing attorney for the Texas
Court of Criminal Appeals in the recent
past. She also is proud.
After graduanng from Gilmer high
school, Charlie attended Kilgore junior
college, then went on to finish his
undergraduate studies at the University
of Texas. During thls time, he had the
opportumty to study in London, England at the London School of Economics and served as an aid to Congressman Ray Roberts in Washington, D C.
Upon completing his work at the
University of Texas, Charlie enrolled in
South Texas College of Law in Houston
to begin his legal career. During all of
his formal education years, Charlie
distinguished himself as a dutiful and
attentme student, andhe exceUed inthe
study of law.
Inhis third year of law school,Charlie
became my law clerk. That was 12
years ago. Since that time, Charlie has
never ceased to amaze me in what he
is able to accomplish. He is one who
makes difficult tasks appear simple. I
became a better lawyer because of his
demand for excelle&e. No instruction
was worth his time if it were not valid,
and I was flattered that he sought %
counsel and advice.
During the wonderful hours we spent ,
together researching, talking, and ma<
lyzing cases, which produced ma&
successes, a bond between us
established that can never, in my
be broken. However, he is not Wq '
Continued ofljxZg@
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On 2January five judges were sworn
in as members of the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals. Judges Sam Houston
Clinton and Bill White, having won
their respective elections, were sworn
in a s incumbents. Judges Charlie Baud,
Moms Overstreet, and Frank Maloney
were sworn in as first term judges on
the court. The current members of the
court, in addition to the five named
above, are Presiding Judge Mike
McCormick, Judges M a ~ i nTeague,
Chuck Miller, and Chuck Campbell.
Legislatron (continued)
Correction: In the December issue of
the Voice I reported that proposed
legislation,SenateBdl3by Truan, would
provide that a DWI arrestee's hcense
would be confiscated by the arresting
officer, who would have three days to
deliver the license to the JP of
defendant's precinct, who, in turn,
would have three days to conduct a
show cause hearing to determine
whether the defendant should be permitted to continue to drive while on
bail for the DWI offense. The underlined provision misstates the language
of SB 3. The JP would have three days
to set a hearing and ten days in which
to conduct the hearing. Sow.
As of this writing (15 January) over
500 biils have been pre-filed in the
House and Senate. TCDLA is following
approximately 150 of those. In the
December Voice1summarized a few of
the bills of interest to the aiminal law
bar. Here are a few more: Senate Bill
64 by Green is a short proposal and
only changes one word in Sectiqn
38.02.(a) FAILURE TO IDENTIFY,
substituting "stopped" for "arrested" in
the subsection that creates an offense
for intentionally refusing to give name,
address or date of birth to peace officer
who has lawfully arrested (stopped) a
person. This prov~sioncould create
some confusion in light of 7@y U.
Ohio, 392 U.S.l (1968) and PMda V.
B-,
460 U.S.491 C1983). If you are
Stopped and are not free W l m ~ earen't
,
you then under anest no matter what
word you use to define " ~ n e ~ t ' ~ ?
HB 471 by Carter would make it
easier to put a DWI suspect behind the

wheel and would provide that an outof-court admission of driving would be
admissible "without the necessity of
corroboration." Also by Cmer, HB 467
would codify the use of DWI check
points on public highways.
Senator Brown's SB 174 would put
Art. 38.23 TX C.C.P. (EVIDENCE NOT
TO BE USED.) under the U.S.
Constitution - i.e., evidence is inadmissible only if it was obtained in
violation of the US. Constitution as
construed by the U.S. Supreme Court.
HB 482 by Gallego would put a
general lien on the property of any
defendant who, as a result of the criminal action against him, owed restitution
(or fine) and court costs
The State Bar Committee on Pend
Code and Code of Criminal Procedure
(Betty Blackwell and I were recently
appointed to this committee by President Jim Parsons) submitted fo the
Criminal Justice Section two bills that
would amend the Cade of Criminal
procedure and one that would m a d
the Penal Code. These biils will b e
introduced this legidativd S€%iDn. One
would amend Art. 26.05 G6.P. by dlowing fez payment of appointed 8ppeUant/appelke lawyers for Wfxlration of motions, awl preSeiiEing Oral
argument. The next proposal would
a r n c n d h . 42.12. Section Sah) and (b)
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CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION
The Harris County Criminal Lawyers Association (HCCLA)
In Conjunction with the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association (TCDLA)
and the
National Assoc~ationof Criminal Defense Lawyers (NACDL)
present

THE SIXTH ANNUAL ADVANCED DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED
PERCY FOREMAN MEMORIAL
CRIMINAL LAW SUPERSTAR SEMINAR
March 14-16, 1991
Hotel Galvez, Galveston Island, Texas

Thursday, March 14

Friday, March 15

Noon-1245
12:45-1:00

900-9:45
945-la30
10:30-10:45
10:45-1200

1:OO-200
200-3:00
3:003:15
3: 15-445
445-5:30
530-6:00
6:OO-790

Registration
Opening Remarks, J. Gary Trichter,
Candy Elizondo, Course Directors
Pre-trial Motions, Randy Schaffer
Defense Witness Preparation, Ken Sparks
Break
Voir Dire, Randy Taylor
HGN, Field Sobriety Testing & Dmg
Recognition, Randy Leavitt
Jury Instructions,Mary Conn
Cash Bar

12:OO-1:00
1:00-1:45
1:45-3:30
3:30-3:45
3:45-430
430-515
515-6:00
600-7:00

Registration: $225.00 Non-Member

Punishment Alternatives, Marshall Shelsy
Current Issues in DWI Law, Bi4an Wice
Break
Cross-Examination of Arresting Officer,
Richard Haynes
Lunch (on your own)
Blood Testing, Bruce Martin
Intoxilyzer 5000 and Retrograde Extrapolation,
Ken Smith, Don Nichols, and Mike McCollum
Breali
Involuntary Manslaughter and Negligent
Homicide, Troy McKinney
Cross-Examination of Intoxilyzer Operator and
Technical Supervisor, Dan Cogdell
Opening Statement and Closing Argument,
Lewis Dickson
Cash Bar

$200.00 HCCLA, TCDLA, or NACDL Member

How to Register for the Seminar: Send your completed registration form to Donna Kleszn at the Harris County
Criminal Lawyers Association, 705 Main Street, Suite 400A, Houston, Texas 77002. Call Donna at (713) 2272404 should you have any questions.
How to Register for theHotel: Forreservations you may call Houston (7 13)480-2640; Galveston (409) 765-7721;
or, toll free (800) 392-4285. The Hotel Galvez is located at 2024 Seawall Boulevard, Galveston Island, Texas
e

REGISTRATION FORM

Membership in HCCLA 0 yes 0 no; TCDLA O yes 0 no; NACDL 0 yes Q no.
Do you want further details on fishing P yes Cl no; golf O yes O no; andlor gambling P yes P no.
Do you want fuaher details on HCCLA P yes O no; TCDLA P yes P no; NACDL P yes O no.
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Representing Clients Before
Grand Juries
by Edwin J. Tomko
As a criminal defense attorney, you
no doubt have been retained to represent a client who has received a subpoena to appear before a grand jury or
who has been advised that he is being
investigated by a grand jury. The
prosecutor appears to be in complete
control during this phase, and the defense attorney may be lulled into a state
of inactivity awaiting the return of the
indictment. In fact, crucial decisions
may be presented to you and your
client that can affect the substance or
even the validity of any indictment.
This article presents some areas for
consideration during the grand jury
investigation in which your actions may
operate to erode the prosecutork apparent complete control.
I. Federal GrandJury
Federal grand juries operate pursuant to Rule 6 of the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure. Rule 6 provides
for: empaneling the grand jury (6(a)),
objecting to the array (6@)), selecting
the foreperson (6(c)), appearing before
the panel (6(d)), recording and disclosing the proceedings (6(e)), finding and
returning an indictment (6(D), and discharging the panel (6(g)). The Department of Justice C'DOJ" or the "Department") has issued guidelines for prosecutors appearing before grand juries.'
There is also a large body of case law
revolving around Rule 6 and appearances before a grand jury.
A. Notice to Appear
1. Subpoena Duces Tecurn
In almost every instance, your client
will become aware of a grand jury
investigation by service of a subpoena,
either upon the client or a third party.
The subpoena can be for testimony
only (ad testij'icandum), for the production of books and records (duces
tecum), or both. Grand jury subpoenas
are issued pursuant to Rule 17, Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure. In most
instances, your first action upon notice
of the subpoena should be to contact
the prosecutor in order to obtain whatever information is available to aid in
preparing your client for the appearMARCH 1991

ance. If it is a subpoena duces tecum,
it is often advantageous to carefully go
over each request in the subpoena to
establish exactly what the grand jury is
requesting and to establish any limitations on the request that the prosecutor
may be willing to concede. This decision should be made with care because
it may be better to deliver to the grand
jury exactly what the prosecutor has
requested (even if the request could
have been narrowed), shifting the responsibility to the prosecutor to review
voluminous records for pertinent documents If you reach an oral agreement
with the Assistant United States Attorney ("AUSA),reduce that agreement to
writing in a letter to the AUSA, and have
your letter delivered to the grand jury
by the custodian of the records. This
will prevent any misunderstanding or
disagreement with the prosecutor that
could quickly deteriorate into obstruction of justice allegations against your
client or you.
a. Motion to Quash Subpoena
Every subpoena duces tecum should
be reviewed to determine whether a
motion to quash would be appropriate.
A subpoena may be quashed if the

able particularity; and
(3) the period covered by the request
should be rea~onable.~
These standards are consistent with
the Supreme Court's observation that "a
grand jury's subpoena duces tecumwill
be disallowed if it is far too sweeping in
its terms to be regarded as rea~onable."~
2. Subpoena Ad Testificandum
If the subpoena requires only testimony from your client, you should
inquire as to your client's status. The
Department has created two descriptive categories for persons or companies under investigation by grand juries. A "target" is a person as to whom
the grand jury or prosecutor has substantial evidence linking him to the
commission of a crime and who, in the
judgment of the prosecutor, is a putative defendant6 A "subject" is a person
whose conduct falls within the scope of
the grand jury investigation.' This is an
extremelybroad category and cancover
a person on the cusp of becoming a
"target" as well as a person merely in
the same business as that being investigated by the grand jury.
Everyone else subpoenaed is consid
ered a mere "witness," a person called

!'A subpoena may be quashed if the requested production

would be unreasonable or oppressive or
seeks irrelevant or privileged material."
requested production would be unreasonable or oppressive or if the subpoena seeks irrelevant or privileged
material. The process begins, however,
with a presumption of regularity for the
subpoena.' Moreover, the requirements
of relevance and materiality are less
srrict in a grand jury investigation than
in a trial.' To evaluate whether a
motion to quash is appropriate, you
should apply the following standards:
(1) the subpoena may command only
the production of things relevant to the
investigation;
(2) the specification of things to be
produced must be made with reason-

if the subpoena

before the grand jury only for the
purpose of testfying to facts in that
person's knowledge or producing
documents in his custody or control
Department guidelines suggest that
DOJ attorneys and AUSA's should not
subpoena "targets" to appear before
grand juries except where it is essential
to the investigation or to obtain information not available from any other
source a The underlymg concept is that
a "target" should not be placed in the
position where he must either incriminate himself, commit pequry, or invoke
the Fifth Amendment privdege Authority to issue a subpoena for a "target"

7
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must be obtainedfromthe United States
Attorney or the responsible Assistant
Attorney GeneraL9
The Department recognizes that
"subjects" or "targets" who are not
subpoenaed to appear may request the
opportunity to testify. AUSA's are
advised that there is no legal obligation
to permit such a witness to appear, but,
in order to avoid an appearance of
unfairness, reasonable requests by a
"subject*or "target"to appear and testify should be given favorable consideration.'* In fact, the Depamnent directs prosecutors to notify "targets" in
sufkient time to afford an oppottunity
to appear if desired."
A "subject" or "target" who appears
voluntarily is expected to waive the
privilege against seK-incrim'itionand
consent to full examinationunderoath."
It is not likely that an opportunity to
make a presentation without agreeing
to respond to questionswillbe granted.
Whiie DOJ has created these guidelines to instruct prosecutors in using
federal grand juries, the guidelines do
not create enforceable rights for defendants. The United States Attorney's
Manual is not part of the Code of
Federal Regulations, has not been
published in the Federal Register, and,
a c c ~ ~ n g l lacks
y , the force of
However, these guidelines, in conjunction with other actions of the prosecution may provide the weight of evidence a court requires to establish
prosecutorial misconduct. A prosecutor who has no respect for Department
guidelines may be shown to be a prosecutor who has no respect for your
client's rights.
B. GrandJury Warnings
The Department's position is to provide warnings to grand jury witnesses
only if the witness has been identified
as a "subject" or 'target"." The Supreme Court has declined to decide
whether a grand jury witness must be
warned of h s F i h Amendment privilege against compulsoryself-incrimination before testifying in the grand jury
since appropriate warnings were given
in the cases cited.'5 In Washington, the
Court indicated that the potential for
abuse that existed in police custody
was not present in a grand juryJ6
Notwithstanding the lack of clear
constihltionalimperative, it is the internal policy of DOJ that an 'Advice of
Rights" fonn be appended to all grand
jury subpoenas to be served on any

"target" or "subject" of a grand jury
investigation."
C. Who may be Present at a Grand Jury
Session (Rule 6Cd))
Rule 6(d) of the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure limits attendance
during grand jury sessions to an attorney for the G~vemment,'~
the witness
under examination, interpreters as
needed, and court repo-rs.
No one, other than the jurors, may be
present during deliberation.

The case law had been that the presence of an unauthorized person in the
grand jury room raised a presumption
of prejudice to a person indictedby the
grand juV9 and voided the indictment.'O
The Supreme court recently had two
oppommities to review cases in which
two agents simultaneously appeared
before a graild jury.
In UnitedStatesw.Mechanik, the Coua
held that a jury verdict convicting the
defendants rendered harmless any error in an indictment caused by joint
testimony of grandjurywitnesseswhich
may have violated Rule 6(d) and refused to reverse the conviction."
In Bank of Nova Scotia v. United
States, the Court held that allowing two
agents to appear before the grand jury
at the same time for the purpose of
reading transcripts of pnor proceedings
was a violation of Rule 6Cd) but that it
was not prejudicial to the defendants
and, therefore, was not a basis to dismiss the
Bank ofNova Scotia indicates that it
wilCbe necessary to establish direct
prejudice to the accused as a result of a
6(d) violation, and Mechanikindicates
that the matter must be raised and won
in a pre-trial motion in order to avoid a
post-conviction harmless error finding.
This means that, when dealing with
grand jury abuses, you must make
every effort to present the best case in
pre-trial motions and place less credence m establishing potential appellate issues.
Finally, eavesdropping upon the
deliberation of a grand jury is punishable as an obstruction of justice under
18 U.S.C. $l50az
D. Grand Jury Secrecy (Rule 6(e))
Grand jury secrecy under Rule 6(e),
which prohibits disclosure of "matters
occurring before the grand jury," covers the grand jurors, the government
attorneys, the stenographers, and aU
their support personnel. In the federal
courts, the rule does not cover witness.
Therefore, you can debrief witnesses
who have appeared before the grand
jury. This allows you to follow the
direction of the investigation and learn
the prosecutor's theories through the
questions asked before the grand jury.
There is a wide disparity in judicial
opinion concerning what is covered by
the phrase "matters occurrmg before
the grand jury." There is no disagreement that the Rule covers the identity of
Continued on page 11
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Hughey as Applied to Guideline
Sentencing
by G a y Cohen
I would like to acknowledge thefollow-

ing people for their assistance: Bill
Allison, Lucien Campbell, Allan J.
Chaset, and Bill Habern.
In Hughey v. United States, -U.S. -,
110 SCt. 1979 (19901, the Supreme
court, in a unanimous decision, held
that a restitution award pursuant to the
Victim and Witness Protection Act of
1982 (VWPA), 18 U.S.C. §§ 3579, 3580,
is authorized onlyfor the loss caused by

thespecific conduct that was the basisof
the offeme of conviction. (emphasis
added). Therefore, restitution could
not be imposed for losses contained in
dismissed counts or arising from uncharged conduct. Hugh? is a preguideline case but its holding has significant application to the Federal Sentencing Guidelines. Hughey involved a
multi-count indictment of unauthorized use of credit cards. The defendant

quested. The 5th Circuit held that the
Victim and Witness Protection Act of
1982 allowed the court to order restitution beyond the amount involved in the
offense of conviction when there is a

significant connection between the
crimes of conviction and similar actions justzfying restitution. (emphasis
added). The Supreme Court rejected
that rationale and reversed. The Court's
holding was premised on it's conclusion that the term "nffense';as used in
the VWPA, was intended to authorize
restitution only for the victim of the
offense of conviction and that in the
absence of a clearly expressed Congressional intent, the coun would not
allow the defendant's liability to be
extended beyond the conduct contained in the count of conviction by the
use of an expansive interpretation of
that term.

"Itis inconceivable that Congressintended the termI1offense"
to mean the "offense of conviction" in the restitution part

of the Act and mean something different otherparts of the
same Act.
pled guilty to one count. At the plea
proceeding, the government, as part of
the factual basis for the plea, proffered
evidence of uncharged conduct involving additionalunauthorizeduse of uedit
cards. Defense counsel made it clear to

the district court that defendant'splea
wm confined to the allegations in only
one count and that the defendant was
not making admissions to anything
other than the facts pertaining to the
count to which hepled. The government argued that the restitution figure
should be calculated on the monies
involved in all the credit card abuse
conduct,whether charged oruncharged,
and not just the amount contained in
the count of conviction. Defense counsel objected that the proposed figure
was unauthorized because it exceeded
the losses pertaining to the sole count
of conviction. The trial court imposed
full restitution as the government reMARCH 1991

The Victim and Witness Protection
Act of 1982, in effect at the time of
the defendant's sentencing, was recodified as part of the Sentencing Reform
Act of 1984,Public Law 98-473, Hughey
at 1981, n.1. This recodification was
part of the implementation scheme of
the new Sentencing Reform Act of 1984.
The statutory language of the recodified Victim and Witness Protection Act
is almost identical. The only difference
is that the phrase "victim of the offense"
was changed to "victim ofsuch offense".

Criminal Law and Procedure Technical Amendments Act of 1986 100 Stat.
3619. The change is not substantive.
Hughey at 1981, n.1. The Sentencing
Reform Act of 1984 includes, not only
the recodified Victim and Witness Protection Act, but also the enabling legislation for the Federal Sentencing Commission, 28 U.S.C. §§ 991-998, and the
broader part of the Act dealing with

Gary Cohen is a 1973 graduate of
the University of Texas Law School. He
has beenin private practice sincegraduation. His practice has been limited to
the defense of criminal cases. He and
his associate Bill Habern have concentrated in Federal Guideline sentencing
since 1987. He is a frequent lecturer on
practice under Guideline sentencing.

"Sentences", 18 U.S.C. $5 3551-3586.
The term "commission of an offense"
includes attempt, consummation of the
offense and any immediate flightthereafter. 18 U.S.C. § 3673. The government, in it's brief in Hughey conceded
that a straight forward reading of reference to "suchoffense"and "anoffense"
in the VWPA is the "offenseof conviction". Hughty at 1982.
Congress, in passing the Sentencing
Reform Act of 1984, consistently used
the term %flemeM.It is inconceivable
that Congress intended the term %ffense" to mean the 'bffense of conufction" in the restitution part of the Act
and mean something different in other
parts of the same Act. Just as the
Supreme Court said that the term " O J
fense'; in the restitution poaion of a
sentence, limits liability to conduct
contained in the "offeme of conviction'; that term means the same thing in
the imposition of the other parts of the
sentence, including calculating the
amount of time to be served when
based on considerations of the amount
of "loss" or "harm" involved. Sentencing factors usedin promulagationof the
guidelines and in the calculation of
guideline ranges must be limited to the

'3peczJic conduct contained within the
countofconviction." (emphasis added).

he enabling legislationforthe Unlted
States Sentencingcommission,28 U.S.C.
$0 991-998, fails to provide authority for
the commission to promulgatesentencing guidelines, or guideline policies,
which define sentencing ranges based
upon an expansive interpretation of the
term "offense". The Commission, by
requiring consideration of factors not
contained within the "oflemeofconvic-
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tionsin calculation of guideline ranges,
has exceeded the scope of the enabling
legislation of the SentencingReform act
of 1984. PuhlicLaw98-473. 18U.S.C. §§
3551-3586.
Analysls of Applicability to Guideline Sentencing
The Sentencing Reform Act of 1984,
Public Law 89-473, passed on October
12, 1984, redefined the sentencing
process and included restitution as a
part of the sentence. The recodified
Victim and Witness Protection Act of
1982,18U.S.C.gg 3663-3664, is only one
part of the Sentencing Reform Act of
1984. The other major component of
the implementation sections of the Act
is the "Sentences"portion. 18 U.S.C. $9
3551-3586. Both the "Restitution" and
"Sentences" sections took effect on
November 1,1987,the same time as the
Federal Sentencing Guidelines. The
Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 also
contains the enabling legislation which
created the Federal Sentencing Commission and provides the authority for
the Commission's promulgation of the
FederalSentencingGuidelines. 28U.S.C.
S§ 991-998. This portion of the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 became effective in 1984, allowing the Commission
time for formulation of the initial version of the Federal Sentencing Guidelines.
Throughout the Sentencing Reform
Act of 1984, the terms "offense'; "the
offense'; or Such offense" constantly
appear. These words and phrases are
consistently used in the enabling legislation for the Commission, the recodified Victim and Witness Protection Act
and the Sentences portion of the Act.
Nowhere in the Sentencing Reform Act
of 1984 did Congress change those
terms or evidence an intent that they
were to encompass conduct outside of
that contained in the count of conviction.
The Commission was directed to
fashion guidelines consistent with the
pertinent sentencingprovisions in Title
18.28U.S.C. 5 994Cb). Congress did not
authorize the Commission to fashion
guidelines in a manner which alters the
traditional and ordinary meaning of the
term 'bffense". 28 U.S.C. $5 991-998. In
the absence of specific statutory authorization, the Commission lacks the
power to promulgate guidelines calculated upon consideration of uncharged
conduct,conduct contained in dismissed
counts, or upon conduct contained

within counts of acquittal. Yet this is
exactly what the Commission did in
Guideline g 1B1.3, "Relevant Conduct".
Guideline g 1B1.3 turns the Sentencing
Reform Act of 1984 on its ear.
§ 1B1.3 Relevant Conduct (Factors
that DetermhetheGuidelineRange)
(a) Chapters Two (Offense Conduct)
a n d Three (Adjustments). Unless otherwise specified, (i) the base offense
level where the guideline specifies more
than one base offense level, (ii) specific
offense characteristics and (iii) cross
references in Chapter Two, and (iv)
adjustments in Chapter Three, shall be
determined on the basis of the following:
(I) all acts and omissions committed
or aided and abetted by the defendant,
or for which the defendant would be
otherwise accountable, that occurred
during the commission of the offense of
conviction(emphasis added), in preparation for that offense, or in the course
of attempting to avoid detection or
responsibility for tkat offense, or that
otherwise were in furtherance of that
offense;
(2) solely with respect to offenses of
a character for which § 3D1.2Cd) would
require grouping of multiple counts, all
such acts and omissions that were part
of the same course of conduct or
common scheme or plan as the offense
of conviction; (emphasis added).
(3) all harm that resulted from the
acts or omissions specified in subsections (a)(l) and (a)(2) above, and all
harm that was the object of such acts or
omissions; and
(4) any other information specified
in the applicable guideline.
(b) Chapters Four (Criminal History
a n d Criminal Livelihood) a n d Pive
(Determining the Sentence). Factors in
Chapters Four and Five that establish
the guideline range shall be determined
on the basis of conduct and information
specified in the respective guidelines.
Just as the Fifth Circuit misinterpreted
the language of the Victim and Witness
Protection Act of 1982 to be expansive
'of a court's powers to sentence; the
Federal Sentencing Commission, in g
1B1.3,has misinterpreted thevery same
language in the Sentencing Reform Act
of 1984 in exactly the same manner.
The Enabling Legislation for the
Federal Sentencing Commission
and the "Sentences"Portion of the
Sentencing Reform Act of 1984
Title 28 U.S.C. 5 991(a) is the enabling

clause establishing the US. Sentencing
Commission.
28 U.S.C. g 991 (b) sets forth the
purposes of the commission and directs
the Sentencing Commission *
t
(1) establish sentencing policies and
practices for the Federal criminal justice
system that (A) assure the meeting of the purposes of sentencing as set forth in
section 3553 (a) (2) of tide 18, United
States code;
(B) provide certainty and fairness in
meeting the purposes of sentencing,
avoiding unwarranted sentencing disparities among defendants with similar
records who have been foundguilty of
similar criminal conduct while maintaining sufficient flexibility to permit
individualized sentences when warranted by mitigating or aggravating
factors not taken into account in the
establishment of general sentencing
practices; and
(C) reflect, to the extent practicable,
advancement in knowledge of human
behavior as it relates to the criminal
justice process; and
(2) develop means of measuring the
degree to which the sentencing, penal,
and correctional practices are effective
in meeting the purposes of sentencing
as set forth in section 3553 (a)(2) or title
18, United States Code.
A sentence, imposed upon an
individual found guilty of a n offense,
must be imposed in accordance with
the purposes as set forth in 18 U.S.C. g
3553. (emphasis added).
"Except as otherwise specifically
provided, a defendant who has be
foundguilty of a n offense described in
any Federal statute, other than an Act of
Congress applicable exclusively in the
District of Columbia or the Uniform
Code of Military Justice, shall be sentenced in accordance with the provisions of his chapter so as to achieve the
purpose set forth in subparagraphs (A)
through (D) of section 3553 (aX2) to
the extent that they are applicable in
light of all the circumstances of the
case." (emphasis added).
18 U.S.C. g 3553 (a) contains factors
that are to be considered in the imposition of a sentence; it defines and limits
the Sentencing Commission's authority
as contained in 28 U.S.C. g 994Cb).
The court shall impose a sentence
sufficient, but not greater than necessary, to comply with the purposes.set
forth in paragraph (2) of this subsecMARCH 1991
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tion. The court, in determining the
particular sentence to be imposed, shall
consider(1) the nature and circumstances of the
offenseand the histoiy and characteristics of the defendant;
(2) the needforthesentenceimposed(A) to reflect the seriousness of the
offense, to promote respect for the law,
and to provide just punishment of the

offme;
(B) to afford adequate deterrence to
criminal conduct;
(C) to protect the public from further
crimes of the defendant; and
(Dl to provide the defendant with
needed educational or vocational training, medical care, or other correctional
treatment in the most effective manner;
(3) the kinds of sentences available;
(4) the kinds of sentence and the
sentencing range established for the
applicable category of offense committedby the applicable category of defendant as set forth in the guidelines that
are issued by the Sentencing Commission pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 994 (a) (1)
and that are in effect on the date the
defendant is sentenced;
( 5 ) any pertinent policy statement
issued by the Sentencing commission
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 994 (a) (2) that is
in effect on the date the defendant is
sentenced;
(6) the need to avoid unwarranted
sentence disparities among defendants
with similar records who have been
found guilty of similar conduct and
(7) the need to provide restitution to
any victim of the offense. (emphasis
added). It is important to note that
Congress considered restitution as part
of the sentence. Restitution can only be
imposed under the W A , 18 U.S.C. $5
3663-3664. Hughey has interpreted the
term "offeensee" in that portion of the Act
as limiting the defendant's liability to
'bffense of conviction". A sentence, as
illustrated above, encompasses classic
theories of punishment and includes

restitution as a p a f l of the sentence.
Thus, the "Sentence" portion of the
Sentencing Reform Act of 1984, which
took effect on the same day as the
recodified Victim and Witness Protection Act, contains the exact same words
and phrases "the offense" and "the offense committed': applied to the exact
subject, sentencing, as the words and
phrases which the Supreme Court in
Hughey interpreted as being limited to
the offense of conviction when applied
MARCH 1991

to restitution. The firs section of the
"Sentence" portion authorizes a sentence for a defendant who has been
found guilty of a n offense (18 U.S.C. 5
3551(a)), immediately thereafter it uses
the phrase "An individual foundguilty
of a n offense shall be sentenced." (§
3551 (b)) and "An organization found
guilty of a n offense shall be sentenced
. . ." (5 3551(c)). Additionally, the
courts, in the imposition of a sentence,
are required to consider the guideline
ranges applicable to the category of
offense committed as set forth in the
sentencing guidelines. 18 U.S.C. § 3553
(a) (41, and to consider the need to
avoid disparity among defendants who

have been found guilty of similar conduct. 18 U.S.C. § 3553 (a) (4). The
remainder of the "Sentences" sections
in Title 18 consistently use the term
%offense". The goal of the United States
Sentencing commission, as set forth in
the initial section of Tide 28, is to "avoid
unwarranted sentencing disparities
among defendant . . . who have been
foundguilty ofsimilarconduct. . . ." 28
U.S.C. § 991 (b)(1) (B). The remainder
of the pertinent sections consistently
use the term %ffeenseX.The Commission is also required to formulate guidelines that are consistent with the sentencing provisions of Tide 18, 28 U.S.C.
5 994 (b). By ordinary mles of sentence
consuuction, the term "offense" must
be taken to refer back to the antecedent
phrase "who have been found guilty"
and cannot mean anything other that
the offense of conviction. See united
States u. Vogel Fertilizer Co., 455 US.
16,25 n.8 (1982) (holding that the term
"such person" clearly "refers b a c k to
the prior use of the term "persons" in
the same sentence). There is no indication in the Sentencing Reform Act of
1984that the word "offeme"or the term
'bffense committed"is not to be consistently interpreted throughout the Act.
"[tlhe normal rule of statutory construction assumes that "identicalwords used
in different parts of the same act are
intended to have the same meaning.""

"Sorensonv. Secretary of the Treasury,
475 U.S. 851, 860 (1988; see also,

7@an Whaling Assn v. American CetaceanSociety,478 U.S. 221,238-39(1980;
Morrison-Knudsen Constr. Co. v.Director, OCWP, 461 U.S. 624, 633 (19831..
Thisarticle m'll he continued in the next
issue ofloice.

Representing Clients
Continued from page 8
witnesses," the identity of grand jur o r ~ ,the
' ~ substance of the te~timony,2~
and any information that would reveal
the strategy or direction of the grand
jury inve~tigation.~'Documents produced to a grand jury create a much
more difficult question. Four diverse
positions have developed on this issue.
The first view is tkat subpoenaed documents are never subject to the seuecy
provision of Rule 6(e).z8 The second
view is that all documents presented to
a grand jury in response to a subpoena
are covered by the Rule.z9A third alternative approach indicates that documents are not subject to the secrecy
provision of Rule 6(e) if the documents
are sought for their own "intrinsic"
value in the furtherance of a lawful
inve~tigation.'~ The fourth, and perhaps most analytical,approach requires
the reviewing court to determine if
release of the documents will disclose
some secret aspect of matters occurring
before the grand jury. If such disclosure will occur, the court must then determine if one of the exceptions to Rule
6(e) is applicable. If there is no such
disclosure, then the documents may be
released to any p a w having a legal
right to their pr~duction.~'
As a general matter, Rule 6(e) does
not govern the disclosure of documents
secured by means independent of the
grand jury. The law is not as clear with
respect to witness interview reports.
One line of cases suggest that the Rule
does not apply to witness interview
rep~rt,'~
even if that testimony is later
reported to the grand jury by the investigator or repeated to the grand jury by
the witness." A contrary position is that
interview summaries are subject to Rule
6(e) where the witness later testifies
before the grand jury.'Wne court has
implied that Rule 6(e) would bar disdosure of statements or interviews given
in lieu of an appearance before the
grand jury.'l

.

Thisarticlewill be continued in the next
issue of Voice.
Footnotes
1. United States Attomevs' Manual. 6 911.000 et. seq.
2. In re Lopato, 511 F.2d 150 (1st Cir.
1975).
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Significant Developments in Evidence Law
Since the Adoption of the Texas Rules
by Judge Chuck Miller, Susan Goggan, with assistancefrom M a y Jo Jirik
Article N. Relevancy and its Limits
Rules 401, 402, 403 and 404 closely
interact in their respective applications
in caselaw. Thus, it is difficult to pigeonhole many of the issues and cases
as applying exclusively to one of these
rules. The cases cited for each rule
were selected on the basis or bases on
which they were decided under the
rules. Specifically, each case cites to the
rule under which it appears.
Rule 401. Definition of "Relevant
Evidence"
Admission ofphotographs G drawings
Proof is required that photograph or
drawing is accurate representation of
what it purports to depict.
Pierce v. State, 777 S.W.2d 399
(Tex.Cr.App. 1989) Drawing of police
lineup inadmissible absent testimony
that drawing accurately portrayed
lineup. NOTE: the new rules do not
change the predicate requirement for
the admission of photographs and
drawings. Id. at 413.
Relevancy
Relevancy involves a "fact that is of
consequence to the determination of
the action. . . ." Rule 401. If evidence
is to alter the probabilities of the existence of a consequential fact, it must
therefore increase the likelihood of
learning the truth about that fact.
Brown v. State, 757 S.W.2d 739
(Tex.Cr.App.1988) Evidence ofvictim's
emotional difficulties following rape
ruled irrelevant to undisputed fact that
rape had occurred.
Bahineaux v. State, 777 S.W.2d 724
(Tex.App.-Beaumont 1989,pet. dism'd
as improvident grant, (Tex.Cr.App. No.
1416-89,delivered November 28,1990)
MRH filed December 13,1990) Court of
appeals ruled that marijuana found in
murder victim's pocket was inadmissible as unfairly prejudicial, confusing,
or misleading. The Court of Criminal
Appeals declined to determine whether
evidence that the deceased was in
possession of marijuana was improperly excluded when offered to prove
the victim was the aggressor in defensive theory of self-defense.
Relevancy of extraneous offenses

12

The Rule 401 relevancy inquiry is
whether a reasonable person with some
experience in the real world would
believe that the particular piece of evidence is he&ful in determining the
truth or falsity of any fact that is of
consequence.
Montgomery v. State, - S.W.2d (Tex.Cr.App. No. 1090-1091/88, delivered May 30, 1990, MRH filed June 7,
1990) Extraneous evidence of
defendant's past sexual conduct with
his children admissible in sexual abuse
case involving defendant's daughters.
From an appellate court perspective,
the Montgomery case stands for the
proposition that great discretion must
be given to trial courts in matters of
relevancy and prejudicial effect, even
to the extent that they are given a
limited right to be wrong as long as
their decision is not "arbitrary and
capricious." Id., slip op. at 11. Additionally, the court notes that "[tlhe new
rules favor the admission of all logically
relevant evidence for the jury's
consideration." Id. at 2, citing Crank v.
State, 761 S.W.2d 328, 342, n. 5
(Tex.Cr.App. 1988, cert. denied, 110
S.Ct. 209)
Relevancy incident to arrest - res gestae
Although the "context of the offense"
rationale usually permits admission of
matters pertaining to arrest, the doctrine of res gestae of the arrest is not a
panacea for admissibility of extraneous
offenses. To be relevant, such matters
must place the offense in a proper
setting and show the jury the whole
transaction, i.e., the context of the arrest.
Couret v. State, 792 S.W.2d 106
CTex.Cr.App.1990) Hypodermic needle
found in defendant's possession at time
of his arrest for burglary of a building
inadmissible to show context of the
offense.
Relevancy of effect of victim's injuries
The long term effects of the victim's
injury caused by the defendant during
the offense are admissible as a circumstance of the offense at thepunishment
stage, but are inadmissible at guilt/

innocence phase.
Miller-El v. State, 782 S.W.2d 892
(Tex.Cr.App. 1990) Testimony regarding future hardships victim would suffer from gunshot wound which had
severed spine and rendered him a
paraplegic not admissible at guilt stage
because irrelevant to question of
whether co-conspirator intended to kill
victim. However, evidence of bare fact
that shot had severed victim's spine and
rendered him a paraplegic was admissible at guilt stage as relevant to intent.
NOTE: Art. 37.03, Sec. 3 (as amended
9/1/89) now allows admission at the
punishment stage of any evidence the
trial judge deems relevant as long as
there is compliance with the rules of
evidence.
Rule 402. Relevant Evidence GenerallyAdmissib1e;IrrelevantEvidence
Inadmissible
The key to admissibility is whether
the evidence is relevant to an issue in
the case.
Webb v. State, 763 S.W.2d 773
(Tex.Cr.App. 1989) Defendant's
counsel's comment on co-defendant's
postarrest silence at guilt phase of joint
trial inappropriate.
Jamail v. State, 787 S.W.2d 380
(Tex.Cr.App. 1990) Evidence offered
by the State of reason the DWI defendant refused to take breath test had no
probative value to the State's case and
thus was not relevant.
Impeachment evidence
Evidence used to impeach a witness
for being a bad person generally is
irrelevant.
Turner v. State, 762 S.W.2d 705
(Tex.App.-Houston [14th Dist.1 1988,
pet. refd) Evidence of witness' past
alcohol or drug use irrelevant and inadmissible for impeachment purposes.
Relevant impeachment evidence is
admissible
Villanueva v. State, 768 S.W.2d 900
(Tex.App.San Antonio 1989,pet, refd' )
Evidence of assumed name certificates
admissibleto impeach defendant's claim
of lack of knowledge of certain business affairs when entering into a h u d u lent transaction.
MARCH 1991
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Rule 403. Exclusion of Relevant
EvidenceonSpecialGrounds
Gruesomephotographs
As a general rule, photographs are
admissible if they accurately depict that
which they purport to show and if a
verbal description of the subject is
admissible. SeeRule 401. The potential
for unfair prejudice must not substantially outweigh the probative value of
the evidence.
Rogers u. State, 774 5.W 2d 247
(TexCr.App. 19891, cert denied, 110
S.Ct. 519. Where State had burden to
prove cause of death, autopsy photographs of murder victim were admtssible for ~llustrative
purposes accompanying pathologist's testimony.
Vzdeotapes
The rules of admissibility for nonaudio videotapes are same as for photographs.
Gordon u. Stme, 784 S.W.2d 410
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(Tex.Cr.App. 1990) Videotape of murder scene highly probative of fact and
manner of decedent's death and killer's
mental culpability.
Demonstrative evidence
Demonstrative evidence introduced
to show the jury what the weapon used
in the offense looked like is admissible
even though not an exact replica.
See Misk& u. State, 756 S.W.2d 350
(Tex.App.-Houston [14th Dlst.1 1988,
pet. ref'd). An object which is not an
exact replica of the original may be
admissible if: 1) the original is unavailable; 2) the original would be admissible if available; 3) it is relevant and
material to anissue in controversy; 4)its
probative value outweighs inflammatory effect, 5) a limiting instruction is
offered that evidence merely demonstrates or illustrates the object used in
the offense. Regarding consideration
of these factors, the court stated,
"However, the substitute object should
have no inflammatory attributes Further, when it is not an exact replica and
differencesin its distinguishing characteristics, 'the probatwe value of the
non-exact weapon or instrumentality
will be very slight."' Id. at 352, quottng
Simmons v. Stabe, 622 S.W 2d 110,114
(Tex.Cr.App. 1981).
e?ctraneous o f f m s
If relevant, extraneous conduct is
ordinarily admissible and should only
be excluded rf its probative value is
substantiallyoutweighedby 1) prejudicial effect, 2) possibility of confusing or
misleadmg, or 3) delay or cumulation.

See Montgomay v. State, - S.W.2d
CTex.Cr.App., No. 1090-1091/%,
delivered May 30,1990,MRH fdedJune
7, 1990) CPreviously discussed under
Rule 401, supra at 12). This case
represents a significant shift in purpose
from the common law rules of evidence
that favored exclusion of evidence, to
the present favonng of admission of all
logically related evidence. Also, the
burden to show exclusion is now on
the opponentof the evidence, once the
proponent shows relevancy id.
Prior to the promulgation of the new
rules, the test for admisslbdity of extra-'
neous offenses was enunciated in:
Wzlliamv State, 662 S.W.2d344,346
(Tex.Cr.App. 1983) Extraneous transactions constituting offenses shown to
have been committed by the accused
may become admissible upon a showing by the prosecution both that the
transaction is relevant to a matainl
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issue in the case, and the relevancy
value of the evidence outweighs its
inflammatory or prejudicial potential.
(emphasis in original).
See Crank v. State, 761 S.W.2d 328,
342, n. 5 (Tex.Cr.App. 1988, cerr. denied, 110 S.Ct. 209) Rule 403 shifts
focus from Williams test towards admissibility.
See also Bosier v. Sute, 771 S.W.2d
221 (Tex.App.-Houston [lstDistl1989,
pet. refd) Evidence of defendant's incarceration immediately prior to the
crime admitted because probative value
important to refute defendant's alibi
and to prove identity.
Evidence of murder victim's character
Evidence of victim's character inadmissible to show provocationwhere no
indication that victim's behavior on the
occasion in question was different from
what the defendant said it was, so no
further explanation required.
Dinfins v. State, 760 S.W.2d 374
(Tex.App.-Fortworth 1988,pet. refd)
See also Babineaux v. State, 777
S.W.2d724(Tex.App.-Beaumont 1989,
pet. dism'd as improvidently granted,
(Tex.Cr.App No. 1416-89, delivered
November 28,1990) MRH filed December 13, 1990) Court of appeals ruled
that marijuana found in murder victim's
pocket was inadmissible as unfairly
prejudicial, confusing, or misleading.
WerZ testimony
Testimony otherwise admissible
under Rule 702 (see in&)
may be
admitted under Rule 403 if its probative
value is not substantially outweighed
by the danger of unfair prejudice,
confusion of the issues, or misleading
the jury.
See Key v. State, 765 S.W.2d 848
(Tex.App.-Dallas 1989,pet. rePd)High
probative value of expert testimony of
rape counselor as to particular classifcations and behavior patterns of rapists
outweighed prejudicial effect of testimony.
See also Duckett v. State, to be reported at 797 S.W.2d 906 (Tex.Cr.App.
1990) Discussion at Rule 702, infra,
admissibility of expert opinion testimony in child sexual abuse cases as
relevant to explanation of child victim's
testimony.
DNA evi&nce
The relevancy standard of probative
value versus dangers of unfair prejudice, misleading jury and cumulative
evidence relates also to novel scientific
evidence.

Kelly v. State, 792 S.W 2d 579
(Tex.App.-Fort
Worth 1990, pet.
granted) DNA evidencematching semen
found on homicide victim's bedspread
to defendant was admissible. As applied to expert testimony based on
DNA evidence the court of appeals
found the relevancy standard under
Rules 401403 and 702 consistent with
the Fgw standard, which permits admission of expert testimony based on
novel scientific techmque if the underlying principle and techmque are generally accepted m the relevant scientific
comrnuruty. In appellant's peution for
discretlonaiy review he argues that
admission of the DNA evidence was in
violation of Bye Appellant basically
asks the Court of C m n a l Appeals to
determine the relevancy standard a p
plicable to DNA evidence. SeealsoRule
702, infa.
Glover v. State, 787 S.W.2d 544
(Tex.App.-Dallas 1990, pet. granted)
DNA finzemrintinc! evidence found
reliable and generzy accepted by scientific community per Fgw. The court
of appeals based its decision on the
Fye standard. Contra Kelly, supra,
where the court of appeals relied heavily on the relwancy standard in its
application through the rules of criminal evidence. The appellant in Glover
asks the Court of Criminal Appeals to
determine whether the admission of
DNA evidence is reversible error. See
alsoRule 702, infra.
Privacy
The prejudicial potential of violating
the victim's privacy outweighed the
probative value of the victim's true
name in a sexual assault prosecution.
Sallings v. State, 789 S.W.2d 408
(Tex.App.-Dallas 1990, pet. refd).
Extraneous transactions
To be admissible as evidence the
extraneous matter need not constitute a
criminal offense,but it must be relevant
to a material issue in the case; further,
its relevancy must outweigh its prejudicial impact.
See Morton v. State, 761 S.W.2d 876
(Tex.App.-Austin
1988, pet. ref'd)
Introduction of first two minutes of
sexually explicit videotape admissible
to show motive where it raised an
inference in favor of the existence of a
motive.
Extraneous transactions may also be
shown by circumstantial evidence.
See Gonzalesv. State, 761 S.W.2d 809
(Tex.App.-Austin
1988, pet. ref'd)

Evidence of $67,218in cash admissible
in light of inference that defendant
dealt in drugs because of large amount
of bulk cocaine found in defendant's
residence.

Rule 404. Character Evidence Not
Admissible to Prove Conduct: Exceptions; Other Crimes
Rule 404 is a specific codification of the
Rule 403 balancing test.
Montgomey v. State, - S.W.2d
(Tex.Cr.App. No. 1090-1091/88, delivered May 30, 1990, MRH filed June 7,
1990) Extraneous offenses are admissible for many purposes; exclusion is
based not so much on lack of probative
value, but rather on presence of substantial prejudicial effect.
404(aj(lj. Character of accused
A pertinent trait is one that relates to
a trait involved in either the offense
charged or in a defense raised.
Mowbray u. State, 788 S.W.2d 658
(Tex.App.--Corpus Christi 1990, no
pet.) testimony that murder defendant
was warm and caring person did not
relate to elements of offense charged or
defense raised;
Spector u. State, 746 S.W.2d 946
(Tex.App.-Austin
1988, pet. rePd)
Defendant's character for truthfulness
and honesty proffered by the defense
was not related to offenseof possession
of marijuana.
Accord Towmendu. State, 7 6 S.W.2d
316 (Tex.App.-Houston[lst Dist.11989,
pet. refd) Testimony of alleged sexual
contacts with other victims in the past
seven years admissible to rebut evidence that defendant was not type of
person who would commit sexual offense.
The accused is entitled to introduce
evidence of his general good character
if the particular trait is involved in the
offense charged or relevant to punishment.
But see Brokenbeny v. State, 788
S.W.2d 103 (Tex.App.-Houston 114th
Dist.11990, pet. ref'd)Action by Statein
referring to defendant's failure to call
character witnesses was functional
equivalent of State injectingdefendant's
character into case, constituting reversible error.
"Haveyou heard" and "Doyou know"?
Generally, reputation witnesses may
be asked only "have you heard questions and opinion witnesses may be
asked only "do you know" questions

-
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Ring Around the Collar
Bank Fraud, Etc.-Part 3
by William A. White,AmberMcLaughlin, Kathryn Nester-Law Clerk
1. Elements
To be found guilty under thls statute,
the government must prove:
1) that the defendant was an officer,
director, agent or employee of the bank
described in the indictment;
2) that the bank was a federally
insured bank at the t m e alleged,
3) that the defendant embezzled, abstracted, purloined or knowingly and
willfully misapplied moneys, funds or
credits belonging to the bank or intrusted to its care;
4) that the defendant acted wth
mtent to injure or defraud the bank.
John K. Villa, Banking Crimes, supra
at g 3.02; United States v. Kington, 875
F.2d 1091, 1096 (5th Cir. 19%); United

States v Ruba Johnson, No. A-88CR104 (W.D. Tex -Austin Divisxon Filed
September 6, 1988); Proposed Draft
Fifth CircuitPatternJury Charges(March
19891 at 86; United States v. Adamoa
700 F.2d 953 (5th Cir. 1983) (en band
cert. denied464 US. 833 (1983); United
States v Cauble, 706 F.2d 1322, 1352
(5th Cir. 1983) cert. denied474 U S 994
(1985); United States v. McCngbt, 821
F.2d226 (5th Cir. 1987) cert.denied484
U.S. 1005 S.Ct. 697 (19881, and United
States v. Bmck, 833 F 2d 519 (5th Cir.
1987).
2. Authority and Discussion
Section 657 is the almost identical
counterpart of Sec. 656. They differ
m a d y m that Sec. 656 applies to banks
and Sec. 657 applies to savings andloan
associations, credit unions, and certain
other institutions. Precedent interpreting one of the statutes is often used to
interpret language in the other statute.
John K. Villa, Banktnz Crimes, mprsr, at
g 3.01; See, United States v Levy, 771
F.Zd915,921-22 n.2 (7thCir. 1984) cert
dazied 469 U.S. 1021 (1984)
In most cases prosecuted under this
section, the only contested Issue is
whether the defendant acted with intent to injure or defraud the bank The
first question which comes to mind is
what is the standard of proof to establish an intent to defraud?
The Fifth Circuit in UnftedStates v.
lIdwIL 559 F.2d 262. 266 (5th Cir.
1977) held that a proper instruction on
the issue of intent would be:
An intent to injure or defraud . . . is
not inconmstent w~tha desire for the
ultimate success and welfare of the
bank . .
A wrongful msapplication
of
fun6,
even
if made in the hope or
,
belief that the bank's welfare would
ultimately be promoted is none the less

..

, PX. in Austin,, Ta3. She has'
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a violation of the statute, if the necessary effect is or may be to injure or
defraud the bank. Goldar u United
States, 318 F.2d 357, 36142 (1st Cir.
19631,ciung Galbreath v. Unitedstates,
257 F. 648,656 (6th Cir. 1918).
The Honorable Judge Simpson fwther stated that evidence that a Section
656 violation eventually worked to the
bank's advantage does not negate the
requisite intent:
The u l b t e or future possibiliry or
probability of benefit to the bank is not
a defense to a misapplication of funds
at the time of purchase of the loans.
The offense occurred and was complete when the msapplication took
place. What might have later happened
as to repayment is not material and
could not be a defense. UnztedStafesv.
Acre@,466 F.2d 1114, 1118 (10th Cir
1972) cert. denied410 US. 913 (1973).
Id. at. 266.
As further evidence of the Fifth
Circuit's view on this issue, Judge
Simpsonrefused to allow into evidence
testimony which would have lent credibility to Tidwell's version of his state of
mind at the time of misappropriationby
tending to prove that Tidwell could not
have known that his acts would have a
natural tendency to harm the bank. As
grounds for this exclusion, Judge
Snnpson held that this ewdence was
logically relevant, but decided that it
might have induced the jury to decide
the case on whether the bank suffered
a pecuniary loss as a result of Tidwell's
acts rather than on grounds material to
the offense alleged. See, Id. CTidWeII
was convicted onfwe counts of issuitlg
letters of credit drawn against a barilc
withoutauthorityofthe bank's b d d f
directon and two counts $ FnisippIying bank fun&.)
The defendant in tfn1ed States v,
Southeis, 583 F.2d 1302 (5thCir. 19785
argued that the district court erred in
denying his motion for a judgment of
acquittal because the evidence was
insufficient to establish the element of
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SIGNIFICANT DECISIONS REPORT

I

Editor: Cathezine Greene Burnett

x.

APPEAL. D was indicted for murder. By pre-trial motion to
suppress, D challenged admissibility of o d statements he
made concerning stabbing death of C/W. Both D and State
presented evidence at pre-trial hearing, following which V'j
entered order granting D's motion to suppress. T/c did not
file written fmdings and conclusions. However, order oft/
c concluded D's oral statements to peace officers '%ere the
result of custodial interrogation and not recorded or otherwise admissible under Art. 38.22." Testimony at the suppression hearing was conflicting and confusing about the sequence of events leading to D's statement Police ofiicers
testified that D was approached at his home, shortly afterthe
stabbing, but that they had no intention of arresting him.
Off~cer
Xtestified that when D m e r e d the door,Xtold him
that two men had identified him as the man who stabbed C/
W. X testitled D then said, "I stabbed him," and when asked
where the knife was, produced it from his pocket, saying,
"Here it is." D was then arrested.
In contrast, D testified at the hearing, through a Spanish
interpreter, that off~cerscame to his home in the early
morning hours, telling him that he had been accused of
stabb% C/W andthat he had to "go downtown." D testified
he thought he was under arrest. He tumed the knife over to
officers because he was afraid that if he opposed them, he
would be resisting arrest. He denied ever admitting at the
scene that he killed C/W. He did not identify the knife as the
didn't do it"
one used to stab cAsand said he told police, @I
when they asked him about the killing.
D sought PDR on C/A's conclusionthat the statements were
admissible as a matter of law under Art. 38.22, Sec 3(c). U
A's theory was rhat production of the knife used to commit
the stabbing made D's statements at h
i
s home admissible.
Implicit in D's challenge on PDR was that C/A engaged in an
improper review of the facts and did not limit appellate
review of t/c's determinations.
TCAagreed. Question of admissibility of an oral confession
is a mixed question of law and fact. Once itis determinedthat
an oral statement was produced during custodial interrogation, reviewing court must determine if the statement is
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"otherwiseadmissible" under some exception to the general
bar to admissibility. The answer to this inquiiy depends on
whether the oral statement "contains assertions or facts or
circumstances that are found to be true and which conduce
to establish the guilt of the accused."
TG4 notes that if t/c's fuldings of fact are supported by the
record, reviewing court is not at liberty to disturb them and
can only address the question of whether t/c improperly
applied the law to the facts. Here dj did not specify reason
he found statements inadmissible. If decision of t/c is correct
on anytheory of the law, it wilJ be sustained. Here there was
conflicting testimony about whether D admitied the offense
of identified the knife as the weapon used in the stabbing. T/
c's suppression could be upheld on the theory he chose to
believe D, rather than the officers.
However, that does not end TCA's inquiry. Even if t/c
found that D did not identify the knife as the instrument used
in committing the murder, facts here show that D did
surrender a knife to police. If other independent evidence
shows the knife was the murder weapon, then that other
evidence may establishthe "facts.. . that are foundtobe true,"
which would authorize admissibility of the oral confession
under Sec. 3(3). TCA cited its recent decision in Port, 791
S.W.2d 103 (TCA 1990). In contrast to Pm,here there was
no evidence that the knife was in fact the weapon used other
than officer's statement, denied by D, that it was the weapon.
In conuast, in Port, the gun tendered by D was shown to be
the weapon from which the bullets were fired. Under those
facts, the result of the autopsy "found to be true" facts from
D's oral statements, and thus statements were -properly
admitted.
NOTE: Implicit in Port is the concept that "found to be
true" means facrs about which thewlice are unaware at the
time of the o d confession which ire l a t q aHer the time of
the confession, found to be me.
****I

Charles Ray LONG, No. 602-89 -On D's PPIB- Per Curlam OpMon; Judges Berchelmann and Sturns Not
Pattifipating; November 21,1990
U A Affumed at 770 S.W.2d 27.
APEILATE PROCEDURE - PRESERVATION OF ERROR
- SPECIFICnr OP OBJECTION UNDER ART. 38.072,
VACCP: TCA granted PDR to determine whether D's trial
level hearsay objection was sufficient to preserve error for
purposes of appellate review. This case involves admissibility of evidence in a childsexualassaultprosecutionunder Art.
38.072 - a specific statutory exception to the hearsay d e .
LEGALRACKGROUND: TRCE defines hearsay in 801(d) as
"a statement, other than one made by the declarant while
w i n g at trial or hearing, oFfered in evidence to prove the
truth of the matter asserted." Under Rule 802, hearsay is not
admissible unless provided by statute or TRCE. Art. 38.072
is a specXk stamtory excepuon allowing prosecution to
introduce testimony that would otherwise be excludable as
MARCH 1991
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hearsay. Basically, the statute has three separate components: (1) notice provisions - requiring that the party
intending to offer the statement notlfy the adverse party on
or before 14 days before the proceeding begins; (2) reliability
determination -t/c, in hearing outside jury's presence, must
find statement reliable based on time, content, and circumstance; and (3) availability of child -child must tesufy or be
available to testify at the proceeding.
FACTS: Four-year-old C/W spent night with father and D.
When father brought her home the next morning, mother
discovered blood on C/W's underwear and scratches and
swelling on her genitalia. Child told mother that D and her
father had "messed with her." At trial, D objected to mother's
testimony on hearsay grounds. C/A held D's objection did not
comport with his complaint on appeal (mandatory requirements ofArt. 38.072 had not been compliedwith) because D's
trial objection was "general." C/A never addressed merits of
D's point of error.
HELD: D's objection was sufficient to preserve error; case
remanded to C/A. TCA finds that in the context of the record,
it "cannot imagine that the trial court somehow failed to
comprehend the nature of appellant's hearsay complaint."
D's objection was raised immediately before the child's
mother began to testify about what her daughter told her. D's
objection adequately informed t/c of the basis of D's complaint about the testimony -that the evidence was hearsay.
This was sufficient to preserve his objection for purposes of
appellate review. Under the facts, D's hearsay objection was
not a "general" objection.
NOE: Art. 38.072 is a mandatory statute. The provisions
of the statute (including notice and hearsay requirements)
must be complied with for the statement to be admissible
over hearsay objection. Here there,,wasno indication either
that the State satisfied the statutory predicated or that t/c
complied with the statute.
Because prosecutor was proponent of evidence, DA had
burden to satisfy each element of the statutory predicate. D
does not waive right to appellate review by failing to
specifically cite to the statute. Similarly, D need not request
a hearing where the statute pertains only to hearsay statements of child abuse victims.

*****

+

Ex parte Thomas Hiram WILIJAMS, No. 1292-89 - O n
D's PDR- Per Curiam Opinion; Judge Teague Concurs
in Result; Judges Berchelmann and Sturns Not Participating; November 2 1 , 1 9 9 0
C/A Affirmed Denial of Relief at 775 S.W.2d 812.
DOUBLE JEOPARDY - EFFECT OF PRIOR CRIMINAL
CONTEMm ON SUBSEQUENT SUBSTANTIVE PROSECUTION ARISING FROM SAME FACTS: TCA granted PDR in
this appeal of a pre-trial writ of habeas corpus to determine
if conviction of criminal contempt for Golating an order

involved two questions: (1) Were the contempt conviction
and the attempted capital murder prosecutions the "same
offense"; (2) do double jeopardy protections apply to a
conviction sought by a private citizen rather than on behalf
of the State?
FACZS: D filed civil suit against his neighbors concerning
an acrimonious property dispute. Mutual temporary restrainMARCH 1991

ing orders were entered prohibiting the parties from causing
or threatening physical contact or bodily injury to one
another. Neighbors subsequently sought to have D found in
contempt for violating TRO because he had shot and injured
two of the neighbors. T/c found D in contempt, assessing
punishment at 30 days in jail and a fine. After the contempt
hearing but before tk entered contempt order, D was
indicated for attempted capital murder (intending to cause
the death of more than one person) when he shot his
neighbors. Indictment was returned in same t/c in which D
had been found in contempt.
D filed pre-trial application for writ of habeas corpus,
claiming his contempt adjudication barred criminal prosecution under state and federal double jeopardy protections The
basis of D's claim was that the contempt adjudication was a
lesser included offense of attempted capital murder since it
was based "on the identical acts alleged in the indictment."
T/c denied relief; C/A affirmed; TCA agrees.
In finding that there was no double jeopardy bar, TCA
noted two questions left open by S/Ct: (1) whether
conviction for uiminal attempt is the "same offense" as
conviction for another statutorily defined crime based on the
same act; and (2) whether a judgment obtained in a civil suit
between private parties can invoke double jeopardy protections.
N07E. Dicta in one S/Ct opinion indicates that double
jeopardy clause protections are not "triggered by litigation
between private parties." United States v. Halper, 109 S.Ct.
1892 (1989).
TCA reviewed decisions from other jurisdictions that had
addressed the criminal contempt/criminal conviction problem, observing that although most jurisdictions had concluded there was no double jeopardy bar, a wide variety of
rationales had been employed. Majority seemed most
persuaded by the "dual sovereign" doctrine. Generally, two
convictions for the same offense are permissible as long as
different "sovereigns" obtain them. According to this view,
double jeopardy protections are only intended to prevent one
sovereign from twice placing a person in jeopardy of life and
limb - the double jeopardy protections do not merely
protect an individual from suffering two punishments for
committing one act. Here TCA reasoned that the contempt
conviction was obtained by a private party, not on behalf of
the State. Although TCA recognizes that the State's power
was used to obtain the conviction, it found significant the fact
that the State did not seek this punishment. Although the
contempt conviction here was "criminal" innature, it was not
the "same offense" as the attempted capital murder prosecutions D attacked. TCA found "not relevant" the issue of
whether the two crimes would pass a Blockbulrga(284 US.
299 (1932)) analysis.
LEGAL BACKGROUND: What makes a contempt conviction "criminal" or "civil"? It is "criminal" if the contempt
conviction punishes for past violations. In contrast, it is "civil"
if the contempt conviction attempts to coerce future action.
Seeh'icks u. Feiock, 108 S.Ct. 1423 (1988). The significance of
classifying contempt into civil and criminal, and further into
direct and constructive contempt, is the effect on the type of
"process" due before an adjudication of contempt can be
deemed valid.
OPENQUESIION: TCAdid not address the issue of whether
a criminal contempt conviction obtained by an agent of the
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State would bar a subsequent uiminal prosecution for other
offenses arising from the same acts. TCA left open the
questing of whether allcontempt adjudications are by nature
"different offenses" because they are offenses committed
agamst the court. In contrast with offenses committed against
the court, statutory violations are committed 'idgainst the
peace and dignity of the State."
U*tl;

Eddie James JOHNSON, No. 70,177 - Capital Murder
Conviction AfFirmed; OpiMon byJudge Campbell; Dissenting Opinion byJudge Clinton; Dissenting Opinion
by Judge Teague; Judges Berchelmann and Sturns Not
Partidpatins November 21,1990
R V I D F ~ C E- SPOUSAL PRIVILEGE- FORCING INVOCATION IN JURY'S PRESFACE: 1) was convicwd o f tnpital
murder (murdering more than one person during same
criminal transaction). Punishment was assessed at death. D
raised two points of error concerning spousal privilege;
although TCA found error in both instances, it deemed the
error harmless.
In related points of error, D asserted that t/c erred in
allowing State to call D's wife durmg case in ch~efand erred
in allowing DA to introduce cross-examination of D's wife
taken from a pre-trial hearing (because the scope of crossexamination was too broad). FACTS: During a search of the
trailer where D lived with bls wife, various items of evidence
were seized that were later introduced at trial. The State's
theory was that D's wife gave written consent to the search
of the m l e r which she shared with D. D filed motion to
suppress results of search, claiming it wils made without
effective legal consent. At pre-trial hearing on motion to
suppress, D called his w~feto testlfy only on the issue of her
consent -whether it was given voluntarily or involuntanly.
D's wife testified on direct examination, resewing her pnvilege not to testlfy at trial. Her testimony concerned only
mattem relating to the nature of her consent; however, over
D's objechon DA cross-examined D's wde both on the~r
marital problems and her purchase for D of blue jeans similar
to those connected to the murders At case in chief,
prosecution named D's wife as a possible witness, and she
was sworn in. D informed tk that his wife wished to exercise
her privilege not to testify. Over objection and in jury's
of wtfe's pre-trial cross-examination testimony about her
marital problems and purchase of the blue jeans.
H7?LD Error to force spouse to invoke privilege in jury's
presence. TCA notes that as a general rule claims of pnvilege
should be made without the jury's knowledge. TRCE Rule
513 The new rule of spousal testimonial privilege (Rule 504)
is a d e p a m e from the previous spousal privilege rule found
in Art. 38.11, VACCP: the absolute dlsqua!ification of former
Art. 38.11 has been removed That absolute disquahfication
has been replaced with the pmilege mt to be called as a
and 513.
Under the new codification of TRCE, the State may comment on D's failure to call his spouse when "other evidence
indcates that the spouse could teshfy on relevant matters."
The rationale supporting this rule is that 1) the State is not
permitted to call the spouse and 2) that inability might allow
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the jury to draw an inference adverse to prosecution.
However, TCA recognizes that if the State is allowed to call
D's spouse and force invocation of the privilege in front of the
jury, then the rationale for allowing comment on D's failure
to call his spouse disappears -a bald spousal mvocation of
the privilege in jury's presence, without more, "almost
necessarily compels the jury to draw an inference adverse to
the defendant "
TRCE 513Cb) permits the State to show that it is not practical
to call the spouse to invoke the privilege outsidethe presence
of the jury. Here DA tried unsuccessfully to rely on this
provision. TCA rejected that approach. The State's claim of
legitimacy here was that calling D's wife gave the jury an
opportunityto understand why her teshmony was then going
to be read rather than delivered "hve." TCA was unpersuaded
- "The State's mere assertion that calling Mrs. Johnson as a
witness would aid the jury's understanding of their trial tactics
is not a sufficient rationale for undermining the efficacy of a
spouse's privilege . ." Thus, TCA found error by t/c in
allowing State to call D's spouse as a witness and force
invocation of the privilege. Neve~theless,TCAapplieda
harm
analysis under TRAP 81 (b) (2). Here the error was deemed
harmless because when the State introduced the wife's prior
testimony, that "terminatedthe possibility that the jury would
draw additional inferences adverse to appellant." Five-judge
majonty concluded that if the jury had been inched to
speculate about what D's d e could have testified to against
him, introducuon of her prior testunony cut that speculation
short.
DISSEhTTNG OPIMON(Jndge Clinton): This short dissent
focuses on two points: (1) testimony emneously obtained
m breach of spousal pnvitege "may not then be used to render
the error harmless"; (2) majority faded to focus on the
methodology for determining harmless error in Hams, 790
S.W.2d 568 (TCA 19891, and instead merely used a plenty
guilty rule
DISSENlTNC OPIMON (Judge Teague): In a lengthier
dtssent,Judge Teague also takes Issue with resolution of the
spousal pnvilege points of error. He posits whether it would
be more responsible for TCA majority "to rewrite Rule 8Kb)
so that no error can ever be harmful to the defendant "
EVIDENCE - SPOUSAL l'RMLEGE -lMRODUCCION
OF IRRELEVANTPRE-TRIAL CROSS-EXAMINATION: D's
second point of error concerning his wife's teshmony dealt
with the heroorietv
, of allowinz
" DA to intrnduce at case in chief
portions of a pre-trial cross-examinauon of D's wife. D's wife
testified on his motion to suppress merely on the issue of
consent for the search of their trailer. Over D's objection, DA
was allowed to crossexamme her about the nature of their
marital problems and whethershe had recently purchased for
him a pair of Wrangler jeans (physical evidence tied to
commission of the crime).
Resolution of this point of error involved preliminary
consideration of the propriety of allowmg prosecution to
cross-exme D's w$e on matters irrelevant to the Issue
being litigated at the pre-trial hearing. Noting that there were
"apparently no pre-Rules Texas cases on thw;issue," majority
undertook afour-part sequence of analysis under TRCE Rule
104Ca) frees t/c (at p~-trialhearing) from application of the
Rules of Evidence except the rules relating to phleges. The
privilege rule found in Rule 504(2) (a) prov~desthat a spouse
tesufivlg on behalf of an accused is subject to cross-

..
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examination under Rule 610 (b). In turn, Rule 610 (b) states
that a witness can be cross-examined "on any matter relevant
to any issue in the case, including credibility." Of course,
"relevant evidence" is itself defined in Rule 401.
Using this sequence of analysis, TCA concludes that the
Rule 504 provisions allowing cross-examination of a witness
spouse must be interpreted within the bounds of the general
cross-examination provisions of Rule 610 and the relevancy
requirements of Rule 401. The question then became
whether the evidence adduced through State's cross-examination of D's wife "was of consequence to the determination
of the action" before t/c at pretrial motion to suppress
hearing. TCA concluded that State's cross-examination went
to irrelevant matters.
HELD: Cross-examination at pre-trial hearing on motion to
suppress evidence of witness spouse retaining privilege not
to testify at trial "must be limited to those questions that are
of direct consequence to the matter to be determined at that
hearing." Nevertheless, TCA concluded that error was
harmless under TRAP 8 1 b ) (2). Majority viewed the "only
conceivably harmful aspect" of D's wife's testimony was her
statement that she purchased the Wrangler jeans. That
testimony made it "slightly more probable" that the relatively
new, blood-spattered jeans found in the dumpster at D's
trailer park were his. However, D's wife's testimony was not
the only evidence linking him to the jeans found in the
dumpster-anotherwitness testifiedD hadbeen seenthrowing something into the dumpster (his son usually removed
garbage); another witness placed D in a pair of relatively new
jeans on the night of the murder; hairs consistent with D's
were found on the blood-stained underwear found in the
same dumpster with the jeans' blood spatter patterns on the
jeans were consistent with the pattern found on D's work
boots (indicating they had been worn together when they
were stained); and blood consistent with one of the victims
was found both on the jeans and boots. Thus, TCA majority
concluded that even if spouse's testimony about purchasing
the jeans were excluded, "the remaining evidence is both
cuimdative and overwhelming of appellant's guilt."

*****

Ex parte David Wayne GIBSON, No. 70,723-Writ Relief
Denied- Opinion b yJudge Milleq Dissenting Opinion
byJudge Clinton;Judge Teague Concurs in Result;Judge
Berchelmann Not Participating; November 2 1 , 1 9 9 0
INDICTMENT-FAILURE TOALLEGECOMMISSIONDATE
- NOT SUBJECT TO COLLATERAL ATIACIC: D was
convicted of retaliation on a guilty plea; punishment was
assessed at 40 years; D did not appeal.
On writ application, D claimed the indictment on which he
was convicted was fundamentally defective because it failed
to allege the date of commission of the offense. He claimed
that the indictment failed to meet the requisites of Art. 21.02,
VACCP (requiring an allegation of some date anterior to
presentment of the indictment and not so remote as to run
afoul of statute of limitations) and was insufficient to invoke
t/c's jurisdiction. The indictment, returned October 2, 1987,
alleged:
"THE GRAND JURORS, duly selected, organized, sworn
and impaneled as such, for the County of Taylor, State of
Texas, at the Septemberterm, 1987, of the 42nd District Court
for said County, upon their oaths, present in and to said Court
that on or about the 3rd day of September, and anterior to the
MARCH 1991

presentment of this indictment. . ."
TCA concluded that D could not raise this challenge for the
first time in a post-conviction proceeding. Resolution of D's
claim was controlled by the 1985 amendment to Art. 1.14 (b),
VACCP. Majority relied on its recent decision in Studer, S.W.2d- (No. 1077-88; October 18, 1990). The preliminary
question under Studer and recently amended An. 1.14 is
whether the instrument on which D was convicted was an
"indictment" for purposes of Art. V, Sec. 12 of the Texas
Constitution. In Studer, TCA concluded that constitutional
provision (Art. V, Sec. 12) did not create prerequisites to
which a charging instrument must adhere (or run the risk of
failing to be deemed a charging instrument under the
meaning of the constitutional provision).
TCA recognized that in the past it had held the alleged date
of commission of an offense was a matter of "substance" in
a charging instrument. However, it also noted that under
CCP, an error in the alleged date could also be considered a
"defect of form." Regardless of which label (substance or
form) attached to the error, TCA deemed it waived because
D failed to object to the error prior to trial.
DISSENnNG OPIMONOudge Clinton): As in Shlder,Judge
Clinton would find the charging instmment here was really
not an indictment in contemplation of Art. 1, Sec. 10 of the
Texas Constitution. He views omission of the commission
date of the offense as a defect of "substance" that was not
subject to amendment in r/c and which could only be cured
that Art. 1.14 (b) did not apply.
**a**

Wilbert LEE, Jr., No. 191-88-On State's PDR-Opinion
byJudge Davis;Judge MillerJoins WithNote; Dissenting
Opinion by Judge Clinton; Judge Teague Dissents;
November 2 8 , 1 9 9 0
C/A Reversed at 742 S.W.2d 80.
SUFFICIENCY OF EVIDENCE -VIOLATION OF COURT
ORDER -HOW SPECIFIC MUST UNDERLYING ORDER
BE? According to majority of TCA, not as specific a s an order
necessary to support an adjudication of contempt.
FACTS, D was convicted in bench trial of the offense of
violating a court order (relating to family law). Sec. 25.08, PC.
D complained on appeal that t/c improperly denied his
motion to dismiss the misdemeanor information because it
contained no language commanding or directing him to obey
its provision. C/A agreed and reversed, entering judgment of
acquittal. TCA granted State's PDR to determine a case of first
impression -"whether a written agreement by the parties in
a protective order suit, wherein the items of agreement do not
begin with the language of order or decree, is enforceable by
criminal sanctions."
In April, 1986, D signed agreed protective order s p e c w g
he was not to go within 200 yards of certain locations where
his former wife worked or lived. The next month he was
arrested and charged with violating Sec. 25.01, PC. The
information charged that D went to his wife's former residence, knowing his action was in violation of the protective
order (specified by cause number, issuing judge, trial court,
and date).
HELD: Indictment was sufficient. TCA viewed decisi.m of
C/A as effectively holding that no convictionunder Sec. 25.08
could stand if t/c order did not contain "command"language.
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Majonty of TCA found this conclusion justified only if the
same standard of judging sufficiencywere to be used in both
civil orders and under Sec. 25.08, PC It concluded a different
standard should be used to determine sufficiency of alleged
culpable conduct than the test used to gauge sufficiency of
notice of t/c's intent to enforce its own order by contempt.
TCA supports its conclusion by comparing the objectives
underlying each form of punishment. It notes that the
essence of contempt is conduct obstructing proper administratlon of justice. Thus, D committed to jail for civil contempt
should be able to find something m the written record which
specificallycommandsor orders kimto do or not do some act.
The issue in contempt is disobedience of the inherent
authority of t/c. Before a court can exercise its contempt
powers, the court must have provided D with specific,
definite notice.
In contrast, Sec. 25.08 is directed toward the misconducr
proscribed instead of t/c's authority to enforce its own orders.
TCA looks to legislative purpose underlying statute. It
found the preva~lingpublic policy consideration to be
removal of the perpetrator from the scene - i.e., arresting
violator of famdy molence protective order and taking h m
into custody rather than allomng him to remain free to
c o m t further violence (presumably while waiting for
service of citation or his contempt trial). Majority reasons that
sufficient notice is provided in Sec. 71.16 of the Family Code,
whichlistsspecificstatutorywarning whichmust be provided
on the face of the agreed protective order. Although TCA
recognizes that the "notice" required for enforcement of civil
orders in general is notice of "actual command," when the
issue is one of cnmind responsibility, suff~cientnotice is
given when the statutory warnings are complied w~th.The
crux of the offense under Sec. 25 08 is the culpable conduct
D had previously agreed not to commit (going to his wife's
house). Majority declines to hold that successful citation is a
prerequisite for prosecution under this misdemeanor provision of PC.
JCDGEMULERJOINS WLWNOE. In a brief note, Judge
Miller posits if the order at issue had been based on Art.71.11
of the Family Code, "much of what Judge Chnton says in his
dissent would have merit "
DISSEMUNG OPIMON@dge Clinton): The focus of this
dissent is that dthe purported "agreed protectwe order" is not
in fact a protective under the law, then the judgment of C/A
is supportable. Judge Clinton would find that the agreed
protective order here does not meet the statutordyprescribed
requisites of a protective order. Here the t/c does not
"prohibit" D from doing any act nor "command" D to cease
and desist any act In Judge C l i n ' s view, the document at
issue appeared to be the product of an effort to combine an
agreement of the parties mth findings of t/c. Nevertheless,
an order must be an act of the court. Judge Clinton notes that
such an agreement between the parties can8(by statute) be
attached to the protective order of the court and become part
of it. Under Judge Clmton's reading of the Family Code, two
instruments must be produced - the wrltten agreement of
the parties andthe protective order of t/c. He would fmd the
decision of t/a correct in law and dismiss PDR as improvidently granted.

*****

DaenaApril GREEN,No. 368-89and 369-89-On State's
PDR- OpinionbyJudgeDavis;JudgesMcCormick and

White ConcurinResult;JudgesBemheImannandsturns

Not Participating;November 28,1990
C/A Reversed at 765 S.W.2d 887.

SEARCH AND SEIZURE -WARRANTS

-*STALENESSn

AND CONPLICTrmG DATES: The issues on PDR involved
conflicting dates on the faces of the afidavit and warrant
(indicating the warrant was filed before the affidavit was
sworn out) and "staleness" questions The decision is
significant for its treatment of "technical discrepanaes" and
the role of evidence other than merely the warrant and
affidavit itself.
FACTS: Face of search warrant (SW reflects notation it was
signed and issued by magistrate on 3/20/87. Warrant
returned recites execution on 3/25/87. On its face, warrant
violates requirements of Art 18.07, VACCP (providmg warrant must be executed within three days, exclusive of date of
issuance).
State claimed that any errorwas merely clerical. In support,
State pointed out that officer's complaint requesting warrant
reflects that affiant got informer's tip on 3/25/87. In addition,
affidavit contains file date of 3/25/87. State argued that
boderplate language appearing on warrant, and incorporating by reference the supportingaffidavit, should be construed
to allow reviewing court to "read together" both the wasrant
and affidavit in order to cure an alleged defect in the warrant.
TCA rejected that approach under these facts.
A preliminary determination by TCA was its role m evaluating "technical dlscrepanaes" or "procedural aspects" of a
warrant TCA concludes it will use the same totality of
circumstances test used to determined probable cause.
TCA agrees that SW not executed w~thinthe time frame of
Arts.18.06and 18.07is "functus officio"-and has no further
official force or effect. Despite thk staleness rule, however,
TCA was willing to recognize that merely technical discrepancies in dates or times do not automatically invalidate SW.
TCA cites numerous instances from prior deasions where a
warrant contained a discrepancy in time of issuance or
execution, so as to make it apparently invalid, when SW was
nevertheless upheld in the face of a documental mconsistency. The issue here became whether a determination of
validity could be made when the record was devoid of
testimony to reflect that the discrepancy in time or date was
merely a matter of technical or clerical error. TCA ruled that
SW could not be found valid.
RAl70NAI.E. The staleness issue and confusion of date are
procedural discrepancies, which have a possible effect in
causing mistaken execution of a warrant on innocent third
p m TCA fmds that "without some evidentiary rabonale for
the discrepancy," it cannot presume the warrant's validity
under the strict mandates of Chapter 18, VACCP. If there is
an apparent discrepancy found on the face of the documents
which calls into question the validity of the executed warrant,
the record must ako supply an explanation for the discrepancy before reviewing court can go "outside" the instmments.
CAU130N. Majonty warns that such evidence does not
always have to be m the form of extraneous testimony. It
agrees with State that warrant and supportingaffidavit can be
read together, with the determination of validity made under
a totality of circumstances test
Although TCA recognizes that the supportmg affidavit can
be looked to in some circumstances,this is not uniformlyuue
Continued on page 36
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Batson v. Kentucky
~ n Article
d
35.261-Part
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by George West
e. Unacceptable Explanations
i. "Blackveniremenflocked together"
is a patently racist explanation, according to the Dallas Court of Appeals. Hill
v. State, 775 S.W.2d 754 (Tex. App.Dallas 1989)
ii. "I struck [him] because I felt he
would identify with the defendant. He's
black, he's male, and I didn't like the
way he responded to my questions."
Hill u. State, - S.W.2d - (Tex.
App.-Dallas, January 18,1990, not yet
reported)
iii. Stereotypical statements such as
"I don't like people with beards because they are lenient on crime" will be
an unacceptable explanation if there is
no showing that the reasons for the
State's stereotypical basis applies to the
venireman. Woods u. State, No. 05-880073 (Dallas, March 16, 1990)
(unpublished); Miller-El, No. 05-8600955-CR (Tex. App.-Dallas, April 4,
1990) (published).
iv. "No eye contact," by itself is too
vague for the courts to accept. Daniels
u. State, 768 S.W.2d 314 (Tex. App. 12
Dist. 1988). But see Jones v. State, No.
05-88-0082 (Tex. App.-Dallas, April
12, 1990) (published). The prosecutor
explained generally that if he was involved i
? voir dire and the person to
whom he was talking made no eye
contact, the impression he got was that
they were not interested in what he was
saying and would not give him the
attention he was looking for at trial.
Jones, slip op. at 6.
v. Statement such as the venireperson showed more interest in the defense attorney is insufficient to satisfy
the prosecutor's burden of offering
plausible, racially neutral, trial related
explanation for use of its peremptory
challenges. Daniels, supra.
vi. Striking black venire persons
because they were consemative while
not striking similar white venire persons will render such explanation
unacceptable. Vann u. State, No. 0589-00250-CR (Tex. App.-Dallas, April
19, 1990) (published)
f. Questionable Explanations
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i. Because the juror appeared to have
a dumbfounded or bewildered look on
his face;
ii. Because he appeared unkempt;
iii. Because he appeared gruff;
iv. Because he frowned at me and
smiled at the defendant's attorney;
v. Because he appeared to pay more
attention to the defendant's attorney
than he did me;
vi. Because he was inattentive when
I asked him questions, but when the
defendant's attorney asked him questions he appeared to be attentive;
vii. Because he appeared to be in a
bad mood;
viii. Because he did not appear to
know what life is like or what life is all
about;
ix. Because he may live in the same
neighborhood where the defendant
lives;
x. Because he was unemployed;
xi. Because he was overly employed;
xii. Because he was a scientist,school
teacher, doctor, lawyer, judge or cook
at the country club;
xiii. Because he appeared
to be too
..
smart,
xiv. Because he appeared to be too
dumb;
xv. Because he was employed at X
corporation and my past experiences
with employees of same have led me to
conclude that persons employed by X
corporation make terrible jurors for the
State;
m i . Because hewas physically handicapped;
xvii. Because he appeared to be
mentally disturbed;
xviii. Because he was too ugly;
xix. Because she was too pretty;
xx.Because he was the same age as
the defendant;
&. Because he ha5 a grandchild the
same age as the defendant;
n i i . Because I thought the juror and
the defendant were employed by the
same company;
xxii. Because he wore a gold earring
in his ear.
See Keeton ii, 749 S.W.2d at 877.

4. Remedy for Batson Violation
a. Under Batson: If the prosecutor
fails to rebut the prima facie case with
regard to any or all of his peremptory
challenges, then the trial court must act
to remedy the situation. The Batson
court specificallyleft open the question
of whether this remedy is to "discharge
the venire and select a new jury from a
panel not previously associated with
the case" or to disallow the discriminatory challenges and resume selection
with the improperly challenged jurors
reinstated on the venire. Batson u.
Kentucky, 106 S.Ct. at 1724, n. 24, 90
L.Ed.2d at 90, n. 24.
The Court of Criminal Appeals has
held that in leaving the remedy an open
question, the Supreme Court was expressing the view that individual trial
judges have the power to do either.
Henvy u. State, 729 S.W.2d 732 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1987).
b. Under Article 35.261: Article
35.261 provides that "[ilf the court determines that the attorney representing
the State challenged prospective jurors
on the basis of race, the court shall call
a new array in the case. Despite the
statute's use of the word "shall," one
appellate court has held that the trial
court has discretion to either call a new i
army or to disallow the offendingstrike.
Sim u. State, 768 S.W.2d 863 (Tex.
App.-Texarkana 1989, no pet.). For a
contrary result, see State ex rel Skeen v.
Tunnell, 768 S.W.2d 765 (Tex. App.Tyler 1989, no pet.). (For a discussion
ofthis issue, See IKBAnalysisof35.261.)
C. Batson's Application to Defense
1. People v. Dav%
In People v. Davis, -Misc.2d -,
537 N.Y.S.2d 430 (N.Y. Sup. 19881, the
court found that the prohibition against
racially discriminatory strikes applies to
the defense as well as to the state. The
court recognized that the exercise of
racially discriminatory strikes by the
defense involved sufficient state action
for an equal protection claim "because
the trial judge and other state officials
must participate, facilitate and acquiesce in the racial discrimination." 537
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N.Y.S.2d at 434. The court went on to
comment that allowing the defense to
discriminate, but not the prosecution,
violates the long standing policy of
according equal treatment to the defendant and prosecution in jury selection.
2. Batson u. Kentuc&
Justice Marshall made a similar point
in his concurring opinion in Batson,
noting: "Our criminal justice system
'requires not only freedom from any
bias against the accused, but also from
any prejudice against h prosecution
Between him and the state, the scales
are to be evenly held."' Batson, 476
U.S. at 107 (Marshall, J., concurring)
(quoting Hayesu.Mirsouri, 120 U.S. 68,
70 (1887)).
3. Wheelerand Soam
In both Peoples u. Wheeler, 148 Cal.
Rptr. 890,22 Cal.3d 258, 583 P.2d 748
(1978), and Commonwealih u. Soares,
377 Mass. 461, 387 N.E.2d 499, cert.
denied 444 US. 881 (19791, it was
recognized that both the prosecution
and defense should have the right to
quesuon the other party's use of peremptory challenges.
4. Texas Courts
The Texas Courts have not specifically addressed the issue of whether
Batson applies to the defense. The
above cases should provide some basts
for making such an argument.
III. Article 35.261 Peremptorychallenges Based on Race Prohibited
A. Statutory Language
1. After the parties have delivered
their lists to the clerk under Article
35,261 of this code and b e f m the court
has impanelled the jury, the defendant
may request the court to dsmiss the
array and call a new array in the case.
The court shall grant the motion of a
defendant for dismissal of the array if

the court determines that the defendant
is a member of an idenufiable racial
group, that the attorney representing
the state exercised peremptory challenges for the purpose of excluding
persons from the jury on the basis of
their race, and that the defendant has
offered evidence of relevant fads that
tend to show that challenges made by
the attorney representing the state were
made for reasons based on race. If the
defendant establishes aprima facie case,
the burden then shifts to the attorney
representing the state to give a racially
neutral explanation for the challenges
The burden of persuasion remum with
the defendant to establish purposeful
discrimination. Tex. Code Crim. Proc.
Article 35.26Ka).
2. If the c o w determines that the
attorney representing the state challenged prospective jurors on the basis
of race, the court shall call a new array
in the case. Tex. Code Crim. Proc.
Article 35.261Ch).
B. Analysis
Article 35.261 was enacted on June
19. 1987. and became effective on
August 31, 1987. It was enacted in
response to the United States Supreme
Court's holding in Batson u. Kentucky,
476 US. 79 (1986). See Sims u. Stare,
768S.W.2d863
App.-Texarkana
1989 (P.D.R. pending). The smilarities
between Batson and Article 35.261 are
easily recognized above; however,there
are some differences worthy of note
One difference between the two
provisions is that the Article 35.261 only
requires the defendant to be a member
ofan "identifiable racial group" instead

sex.

racial group," the legislature may be
avoiding some of the conceptual pmb-

lems that have plagued the c a m in
adhering to and applying the term
"cognizable racial group." (See C W neda u. PaTtida, 430 US. 482, 494
(1977); Due Process Limits on Prosecutorial Peremptoly Challenges, 102Ham.
L Rev. 1013). The terms "identifiable
racial group" would at least connotatively imply a broader base ofindividuals than traditionally under "cognizable
racial group" as applied in Batson.
Additionally, the statute does not require that the challenged venireperson
he a member of the same race as the
defendant. Thus, Art. 35.261 might be
read to include a white defendant
challenging the exclusion of a white
venireperson. Asof this date,theTexas
court., have not spec~ficallyaddressed
this issue.
Another difference, at least facially,
between Article 35.261 and Batson is
the remedy for a violation of the statute.
Attide 35.261 states "the courtshall call
a new array in the case." Baison, on the
other hand, allows the trial court to
either caIl a new array or disallow the
challenged strike. Batson, supra.
The difference between these two
provisions has caused confliang results in the Texas courts. For example,
in Stnte ex rd Skeen u. TumneI1, 768
S.W.2d 765 (Tex. App.-Tyler 1989,no
pet.), the Tyler Court of Appeals held
thatrnicle 35.261cb) requires the court
to call a new array where a violation of
the article had occurred. The court held
that the word "shall" (call a new array)
is mandatory and is the only remedy
availabIe to the defendant. Howwer,
in Sims u. State, 768 S.W.2d 863 Crex.
App.-Texarkana 1989) (P.D.R. pending), the Texarkana Court of Appeals
did not recognize that the word "shall"
was mandatory, but instead concluded
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that it does not require in all cases a
new array be called; the trial judge has
the discretion to apply either remedy.
Sims u. State at 864 kiting H e n y u
State, 729 S.W.2d 732, 734, 737 flex.
Crim. App. 1987).
Some courts have recognized the
need for a change of remedy m Article
35 261. In Stateexrel Skemv. Tunnel4
768 S.W.2d 765 (Tex. App.-Tyler 19891,
Justice Colley wrote:
"Although it is obvious that the Legislature enacted Article 35.261 to implement the Batson decision, the Legislature chose but one of the Batson's
suggested procedures to enforce the
constitutional rule. Even if that leg&
tive choice he "unwise," and hkely to
give rise to troublesome consequences
affecting the trial process, the Legislature, not the court, must provide the
remedy." (emphasis added) Stafe ex
wl. Skeen u. Tunnell at 768
A problem with the language in &tide 35.2616) was also notedin Chambwu.State, 750 S.W.2d264flex. App.Houston [14th Dist.1 19881, by Justice
Junell, who wrote:
"The Issue rased m this case presents
a senous question. In the end, appellant was tried by an all white jury. By
receiving a 'second tty'with a second
jury panel, the state indirectly obtained
its objective of not using the first jury
panel which it believed may have been
more favorable to appellant. W e
appellant's contention may possess
meri6 future guidance as to the most
appropriate remedy to utilize, once
pufposeful d~scriminmon is shown,
should come fromthe Court of Criminal
Appeals or the United States Supreme
Court." Cbambers u. State at 267.
From the criticism of the remedy
provided by Article 35.26161, one can
reasonably expect the courts or the
legrslature to allow the trial court either
to seat the challenged juror or call a
new array when there has been a
violation of the statute.
The final difference between Article
35.261 and Batson is that the language
in Article 35.261 only refers to action
that the "defendant" may take. It, by
omiss~on,does not confer any right on
the State to require the defense to
explain its use of peremptory challenges. If one believes that Batson
applies to both the State and the defense, then Article 35.261 would obviously be more restrictive.
N. Conclusion
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Batson and Article 35.261 will be
litigated for years to come Prosecutors
must keep in mind that the courts will
look very closely at strikes challenged
under these provisions. the typical voir
dire of educating the jury with minimum questions to individuals will have
to change. More time will be needed to
question the individual jurors so that
adequate information can be obtained
to meet a Batson challenge.
Addinonally,prosecutorsshouldkeep
in mind that rfthe trial judge 'requests"
the prosecutor to explain his peremptory stnkes, then the appellate court
will presume that the trial court found
sufficient evidence to raise an inference
of purposeful dlscrimination wen dthe
trial court has not explicitly stated so.
Therefore, the prosecutor should put
on the record, if applicable, that the
defense faded to raise an inference of
discrimination and the State would
object to disclosing reasons for the
peremptory challenges.
In closing, it is incumbent on each
prosecutor to become familiar with
Batson and Article 35.261. The
prosecutor's office must maintain the
highest integrity and publtc trust when
fulfilIingits duties. If we are to stand for
what is right, then our actions should be
likewise.
V. Appendix
A. United States Constitution
1. Amendment VI
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy
and public trial, by an impartial jury of
the State and district wherein the crime
shall have been c o m n e d , which district shall have been previously ascertamed by law, and to be informedof the
nature and cause of the accusation; to
be confrontedwth the witnesses against
hun; to have compulsory process for
obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to
have the Assistance of Counsel for his
defense.
2. Amendment XIV
Section 1. ALL persons born or naturalized in the United States,and subject
to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens
of the United States and of the State
wherein they reside. N o State shall
make or enforce any law which shall
abridge the privileges or immunities of
citizens of the United States; nor shall
any State deprive any person of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any pefson
within its jurisdiction the equal protec-

tion of the laws.
B. Texas Constitution ( A h I -Bill of
Rights)
1. § 10. Rights of accused in crimfnal
prosecutions
Sec 10. In all criminal prosecutions
the accused shall have a speedy public
trial by an impartial jury. He shall have
the right to demand the nature and
cause of the accusation against him,
and to havea copy thereof. He shall not
be compelled to give evidence against
himself, and shall have the right of
being heard by himself or counsel, or
both, shall be confronted by the witnesses against him and shall have
compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, except that when
the witness resides out of the State and
the offense charged is a violation of any
anti-nust laws of this State, the defendant and the State shall have the right to
produce and have the evidence admitted by deposition, under such rules and
laws as the Legislature may hereafter
provide; and no person shall be held to
answer for a criminal offense,unless on
an indictment of a grand jury, except in
cases in which the punishment is by
fine or imprisonment,otherwise than in
the penitentiary, in cases of impeachment, and in cases arising in the army
or navy, or in the militia, when the
actual service in time of war or pubhc
danger.
2. § 15. R~ghtof trial by jury
Sec. 15. The right of trial by jury shall
remain inviolate, The Legislature shall
pass such laws as may be needed to
regulate the same, and to maintain its
purity and efficiency. Provided, that
the Legislature may provide for the
temporary commitment, for observation and/or treatment, of mentally ill
persons not charged with a criminal
offense, for a period of time not to
exceed ninety 00) days, by order of the
County Court without the necesstty of a
trial by jury.
3. D 19. Deprivation of life, liberty,
etc.; due course of law
Sec. 19. No citizen of this State shall
be deprived of life, liberty, propeq,
privileges or immunities, or in aulg
manner disfranchised, except by the
due course of the law of the had.
C. Stamtory Chdlenge for Cause
Arr. 35.16 Reasons f a Challenge for
Cause
Ca) A A e n g e for cause is an objection made to a particular juror, alleging
Conrimed on page 27
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DWI PRACTICE GEMS
Punishment in DWI Cases-Part
by J. Gary Trichter
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Featuring an Article by Bruce A. Martin
J. Gary Tmhter is a lawyer in H m ton, Tam. He is co-author of the text
entitled Texm Drunk Driving Law by
Buttemflh Publishers. Mr. Trichter
has also written many journal articles
and has taught at many national and
state seminars.
Driving while intamcated cnminal
cases are rlpe unth numerous legal ssues for the innovative practitioner.
Accordingly, thefollowing is offered as
food for thought m your practice. In
this regard, Gary also m t e s your inquiries, suggestions, articles, contributiom and comments.

1

I
'

1

I

(8) Did the defendant receive effective
assistance of counsel.
The relevant cases and statutes defming and construing "Serious Bodily Injury" are as follows:
(1) Section 1.07 (34) of the Texas
Penal Code states as follows:
"(34) "Serious Bodily Injury" means
.bodily injury that creates a substantial
risk of death or that causes death,
serious permanent disfigurement, or
protracted loss of the function of any
bodily member or organ."
(2) Moore v. State, 739 S.W.Zd 347
(Tex. Cr. App. 1987):
"In other words, where the issue is
whether the victim sustained bodily
injury that created a substantial risk of
death, in order for the prosecution to
establish that the bodily injury was in
fact a serious bodily injury, it is incumbent upon the prosecution not only to
present evidence that the victim sustained a bodily injury, it is also incumbent upon the prosecution to establish
by competent and relevant evidence
beyond a reasonable doubt that the
injury was life threatening; i.e., that it
was so grave or serious that it must be
regarded as differing in kind, and not
merely in degree, from other bodily
harm. . .
Of course, as to what facts will be
sufficient to establish that the bodily

mjury the v~ctimsustained was infact a
serious bodily injury, we cannot say,
because such issue must be decrded on
an ad hoc basis."
(3) Pitts u State, 742 S.W 2d 420 (Tex.
App. Dallae1987):
"Dr. Richard Toranto, the treating
phys~cian,
testfiedthat when the victim
was brought to the hospital his orb~tal
bones, nasal bones, cheekbone, and
jawbone were fractured. Dr. Toranto
further testified that d these injuries
were left untreated the followingwould
have occurred: (1) the v~ctim'sleft eye
would have been displaced; (2) he
would have suffered from double vlsron, (3) he would not have been able
to open his jaw fully, (4) his teeth
would not have aligned properly leadmg to permanent joint injury for the
jaw; and (5) he would never have been
able to breathe normally through his
nose again. Dr. Toranto testified that
without proper treatment substantlal
disfigurement would have occurred but
that even with prompt and proper
medical treatment substantial dkfigurement remained a distinct possibility.''

"A rauonal tner of fact could readily
have found from the evidence that
appellant's attack caused the victim
serlous bodily injury. Brown v. State,
605 S.W.2d 572, 57475 (Tex Cnm.
App. 1980); Rollzns v. State, 542 S.W.Zd
163, 164 Wex Crim. App. 19761.''
"We reject appellant's contention that
the backrs not a member of the body as
defined in section 1.07(a1(34). The
Texas Penal Code does not define the
khrase "bodily member or organ" and
the only Texas court to specifically
address the construction of that phrase
was the Amarillo Court of Appeals in
Lenzy v. State, 689 S.W.2d 305, 310
(Tex. App-Amarillo, 1985, no pet.)
(holding that teeth come withm meanmg of "boddy member or organ'?> In
Lenzythe court reasoned that, absent a
statutory definition, the term must be
-taken and understood m rt3 usual

.

acceptation in common language." .
."the court defined bodily member as
"Ial part or organ of the body; especially a limb or other separate part." . .
."Therefore, it is necessary to ascertain
the common meaning of the term %odily
member" as it pertams to the back . .
Appellant next contends that expert
testmony was requ~redto establish the
nature of the injuries sustained by his
wrfe. We disagree. The rule is well
established that a person who receives
injuries is qualified to express an opinion as to the severity of those injuries.
Hattv State, 581 S.W.2d 675,677 Crex.
Cnm. App. 1979); see also Denham u
State, 574 S.W 2d 129, 131 (Tex Crim
App 1978) (lay opinron concerning
physical condtion competent). Therefore, the appellant's d e ' s testrmony
that she lost the partial use of her back
as a result of the injuries inflicted by the
appellant is sufficient evidence to estabhsh the ~mpairmentof the function
of a body member."
The relevant cases and statutes which
d e h e "alcoholic beverage" are as follows:
(1) Sectlon 1.04(1) of the Alcoholic
Beverage Code defines "alcoholic beverage" as follows:
"(1) 'Alcoholic beverage' means alcohol, or any beverage containing more
than one-half of one percent of alcohol
by volume, which is capable of use for
beverage purposes, eitheralone orwhen
diluted."
(2) Hines u. State, 362 S.W.Zd 652
(Tex. Cr. App. 1962).
"This court may judcially notice that
whiskey is an alcoholrc beverage and
contains in excess of one-half of one
per cent of alcohol by volume."
(3) Parrack v State, 228 S.W.2d 859
(Tex Cr. App.-19501:
"The testimony shows the finding of
whiskey at such place, and we are
~mpressedwith the fact that we judicially know that whlsky is an alcoholic
beverage and contams m excess of one
half of one per cent by volume of

.
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alcohol "
The term "open containeru is not
statutoriFy defined nor have I discovered any case law which has interpreted or construed this term.
Therefore, the term "open container"
must be given its usual and cwomary
meaning as dictated by Sedion 311.011
of the Government Code,
In determining customary usage,
reference is made to Webster's U, new
Riverside Dictionary, which deftnes
"open" as "Affording unobstructed
entrance orexir; wnot covered,shut or
concealed."
"Container" is defined, by the same
source, as "A receptacle far holding or
canying material."
It is important to note that there is
apparently no requirement under Section 67011-1 that the open container
actually confaln,at the time of offense
commission, an alcoholic beverage.
Presumably an mpzyopen container in
the immediate possession of the defendant could be utilized to enhance the
punishment.
In Scharhrougb u. State, 732 S.W.2d
445 (Tex. App. Et. Worth, 19871, the
Coua held:
"Neither 'immediate possession' nor
'open container' are defined by article
67011-1 or article 42.12 A p p e h t fails
to suggestanymeanings of thesephrases
which would be different from the
plain meanings they would otherwise
by given. When wards are not statutcrily defined, they are normally given
their ordumry meaning unless the act
clearly indicates that the legislature
intended to u& the language in some
other sense. See Howard v. Sme, 690
S.W.2d 252,253 CTex. Crim App. 1985)
(en banc); Dpnlek v. State, 674 S.W.2d
388, 392 (Tex. App.-Austin 1984,
review granted).'
The term "immediatepossession"has
not been statutorily deftned. The a s tomary definition and usage of "immediate," as defined by Webster's I1 is
%lose at hand; or near."
"Possession," however, is d e h e d
statutorily in Section 1.07C28) of the
Texas Penal Code and Article 447615(30 of the Texas Controlled Substances Act. In both provisrons, "possession" is def~nedas "actual care,
custody, control, or management."
The following cases have interpreted
or construed this term:
(1)Ho7era v. State, 5661 S.W.2d 175
(Tex. Cr. App. 1978):
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"It i 8 well established that in order tc
prove possessiun of a controlled substance the State must prove beyond a
reasonable doubt that an appellant
exercised actual care, control and
management over the contraband and
that an appellant had knowledge that
the substance was contraband. GELL'terraz v. St#& 533 S.W.2d 14 @ex. Cr.
App. 1976); Woorlsu.State, 533 S.W.2d
16 CTex. Cr. 4 p . 1976). Possession of
cmmband need not be exclusive and
evidence which shows that the appellants jointly possessed the contraband
is sufficient. Woodsv.Stag, supra;Long
v. State, 532 S.W.2d 591 (Tex. Cr. App.
19751.''
(2) hngfordv. State, 632 S.W.2d 650
(Tex. App. Houston 14th, 1982):
"Appellant's sole ground of error
concerns the sufficiency of the evidence. He asserts that the State did not
prove the necessary elements to estabLish unlawful possession oFa controlled
substance. These are: (1) that the
accused exercised care,custody, control, or management over the contraband and (23 that the accused knew the
matter possessed was contraband."

"In O Q v.~ Sme, 642 SS.W.2d174
(Tex. Cr. App. 1982) (en banc) an
acquittal for possession of heroin was
ordered whefe the question was: how
dose is close? Writiq that the issue
presented was a 'dose question,' the
Court, in reversing the Court of A p
peals, held: 'nClose" is a matter of
degreeand close proximityalonewould,
under the citrumstances, hardly be an
affirmative link to the heroin but only a
factor to be considered in the totality of
the circumstances. . . .""
(4) In WaItmv. State, 757 S.W.2d 41
(Tex. App. Houston 14th, 19881, the
appellant raised, in a single point of
error, that there was insufficient widen= to support the ftnding that he
had an anopen container of an alcoholic
bewrage ln his immediatepossessionat
the time the offense was committed:
The Court held:
"The question presented by appellant is a p p n t l y one of fmt impression for the Texas coum The open
container enhancementprovision, TM.
REV. CIV. STAT. ANN. art. 67011-KO,
became effective August 26, 1985.

"Appellantcites DaWwn, mpra, for a
list offactorsthat c o w must consider in
makingthe abovedetemimtion.There
the court reversed a conviction for
possession of marijuana because the
appellant was (1) not at the place
searched at the time of the seakh; (2)
there were other persons present at the
time of the search and shown to be
livmg there so appellant was not in
exclusive possession; (3) the marijuana
was found in a closet in a bedroom in
the house and there was no showing of
appellant's personal belongings in the
closet or bedroom or even the observation of any men's clothmg; (4) appellant was not found in possession of any
contrtlband at the time of arrest; Q he
was not under the influence of any
narcotic and (6) he did not make any
incriminatmg
- statements at the time of
the arrest."
(3) M q m s v. State, 665 S.W.2d 590
ffex. ADD. Cornus Christi 1984:
cc~.ofteh:the Gose proximity' of the
defendant to the conmbsndidisted as
a factor to be considered in & e m h e whether the defendant tmssmsad
thz conmhand. See
v,
S m 512 S.W.2d 782 Crez. Cr. App.
1975). . . ."

"The only remaining questions center around the sufficiency of the proof
that appellant had (1) an open container of C2) an alcoholic beverage (3)
in his immediate possession at the time
of his anest.

...

HA

..

...

...
". . .The evidence excludes every

other reasonabIe hypothesis but that
appellant was in immediate possession
of an open container of an alcohoIic
beverage at the time of his arrest, with
an emphasis being placed on the w%d
'reasonable.' There was sufficient evidence by which any rational trier offact
could have reached such.aconclu~ioa.''
Anadditionalconsidemtiont h ; r t ~ t
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which test was adopted from Jackson v.
Virginia, 443 U S . 307,99 S.Ct. 278l,6l
L.Ed.2d 560 (1979). See Burks u. State,
693 S.W.2d 932, 937 (Tex. Cr. App.
1985). Where the State's case is based
upon circumstantial evidence, the
"exclusion of an outstanding reasonable hypothesis" test may be used as
one means of making the determination whether the evidence is sufficient."
Additionally, allegations of enhancement must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt. In Walters v. State, 757
S.W.2d 41 (Tex. App, Houston 14th,
19881, the court held:
"In general, allegations for enhancement purposes are treated the same as
allegations of the elements of a subspdntive offense. See Plessingerv. State,
536 S.W.2d 380 (Tex. Crim. App. 1976).
The existence of circumstances supporting application of an enhancement
provision "is an essential fact issue
upon which the state has the burden of
proof in order to enhance the
punishment." Bullard u. Estelle, 665
F2d 1347, 1358 (5th Cir. 1982). The
allegations upon which enhancement
is premised must be proved beyond a
reasonable doubt."
Punishment may also be enhanced
under Section 12.42 of the Texas Penal
Code by using previous non-DWI
convictions. In Seaton v. State, 718
S.W.2d 870 (Tex. App. Austin, 1980,
the court held:
"We hold that the punishment for
driving while intoxicated, third offense,
may not be enhanced pursuant to Section 12.42 by proof of previous felony
convictions for driving while intoxicated, but may be enhanced by proof of
previous convictions for other felony
offenses."
See alsoJonesv. State, 762 S.W.2d 330
S.W.2d 330 (Tex. App.-Austin, 1988).
Also, prior DWI convictions occusring on the same day may be used for
enhancement purposes as two separate
offenses. In Guinnv. State, 696 S.W.2d
436 (Tex. App. Houston 14th, 19851,
the court held:
"The central issue in this appeal involves two prior misdemeanor DWI
convictions that became final on the
same day. We must decide whether
these two convictions are to be treated
as a single offense for DWI enhancement purposes or as two separate offenses to enhance a third DWI conviction to felony status. Subscribing to the
later alternative,we hold that two prior

misdemeanor DWI offenses becoming
final on the same day function as two
separate offenses for DWI enhancement purposes."
We must, from the onset, identify the
punishment issues and eliminate from
use by the government all detrimental
punishment and enhancement evidence. Hopefully,this article will prove
to be of some assistance in that
endeavor..
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Continuedfrompage 3
predominantely consewative (to put it
kindly) area, I knew that my hiends and
neighbors were a little to the right of
center. But I didn't know how far right,
or why. The reason is, their concept of
the criminal justice system comes from
only one source. . .the prosecution(i.e.

law enforcement and the prosecutors
and politicians). Surely, the judges
speak to the same group, but they
never cross over the line into defense of
the accused.
I'd like to share some of my experiences and thoughts.
1. It was swange to walk into a group,
where the initial atmosphere was one
of apprehension and mistrust, even in
my small community, where most of
the groups consisted of friends, clients
and acquaintances. They dared you to
say something that would change even
one small concept that they had of the
criminal justice system. (The numbers
of arms crossed, lack of eye contact,
and facial expressions would have
scared the hell out of Cat Bennett).
Their initial questions and comments
-were the usual:
A. "How can you defend persons you
know are guilty?
B. "How can you live with yourself
when you get these people off on a
technicality?
C. "What good does it do for our law
enforcement officials to lock these
people up, if you criminal lawyers are
going to get them off on these technicalities?"
D. "Our county attorney and district
attorney are good folks and try to get
the job done, and just because you are
able to go to these "criminal schools"
and learn new tricks, you get the criminals off?"
E. "How can you represent Blackrnon,
who takes a sword and cuts that Rinkle
boy up to where you can't even tell he's
a human?
F. "You knew -was a dope dealer,
and you got him off because the police
didn't fill out the papers right?
G. "You got -off, even though he
told the sheriff the night of the murder
at the jail, that he did it?
H. "What good does it do for us to
come up there for jury duty if you and
the D.A. are going to do one of those
plea bargains?"
I. "What good does it do to send people
to prison for ten (10) years if they are
back in (10) months?
J. "Iwas going to use you once, but you
just represent criminals."
K. "I don't think criminals have a right
to an attorney just because they say
they can't afford to hire one . . . they're
all guilty anyway; why do they need a
lawyer if they already confessed?

Continued on page 3 7
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FRIENDS OF TCDLA
by Betty Kearney

,

Now that Christmas is fmally over
and the new year has begun we can all
give a big sigh of relief. There are some
exciting things happening with the
Friends of TCDLA this year.
At the September meeting in Houston, it was agreed that we would order
more t s h i with the Southwestern
design. The white t-shirts are printed
with neon purple, green and orange.
The other choice is also a white t-shirt
prmted with a black, red and turquoise
design. The shirts are available in long
and short sleeve, from sizes medium to
loa. These shirts were sold at the December meeting in Fort Worth and
were a huge success. They are really
great looking, good quality t-shirts If
you are interested in ordering one, you
may call either Betty Keamey at (817)
336-5600 or Rita Evans (8171 924-9026
in Fort Worth and one of us will be
happy to ma11 you one. The long
sleeves are $20.00and the short sleeves
are $18.00. There was also a decision
at the Decembermeetingto order a few
more hats. We have ordered thuq-six
(361 hats and these will be neon pink
and green. This may be the last hat
order for a whde, therefore, if you did
nor get one or thii you would like

another color, order fast, it doesn't look
like these will last very long.
Joan Weinberg gave the treasurers
report and I am happy to say that we
were agam able to donate a check in
the amount of $10,000 to TCDLAEI.
The check was presented in Fort Worth
at the December TCDLA board meeting, the response from the hoard members was very gratifying.
The Friends are excited over their
new project for the up and coming
year. The TCDLA building in Austin
could use a face M. It is a building with
good lines that could be very attractive
with a 11ttle T.L.C. The TCDLA board
members, at their recent meeting
mentioned they would be addressing
the structural soundness of the build
ing. Between the both of us, I think we
can get a great deal accomplished.
This year we decided to do something a little different for our fund
raiser. A rafile was agreed upon and
possible prizes were discussed. We
could certainly use your help and/or
ideas on t h project.
~
The annual party and meeting has
been changed from the State Bar to the
M.P."Rusty"Duncan 111 Short Course.
It will be held in San Antonio on June

Batson

render him unfit for jury senrice, or that
he 1s legally b h d and the court in its
discretion is not satisfied that he is fit for
jury service in that particular case;
6. That he is a witness in the case;
7. That he sewed on the grand jury
wh~chfound the indictment;
8. That he served on a petit jury in a
former trial of the same case;
9. That he has a bias or prejudice in
favor of or against the defendant;
10. That frbm hearsay, or othemise,
there is established in the mind of the
juror such a condusion as to the guilt or
innocence of the defendant as would
influence him in his action in finding a
verdict. To ascertainwhetherthis caw
of challenge exists, the juror shall first
b e asked whether, in his opinion, the
conclusion so established will influence his vefid. If h e answers in tha.
affmtive, heshall be dischargedwith~ ufurther
t
interrogation by either party

Conh'nuedfrom page 23

some fact which renders him incapable
or unfit to serve on the jury. A challenge for cause may be made by either
the state or the defense for any one of
the following reasons:
1. That he is not a @ed
voter in
the state and county under the
Const~tutionand laws of the state;
provided, howem, the failure to register to vote shall not be a disqualification;
2. That he has b k n convicted of theft
or any felony;
3. That he is under indictment or
other legal accusation for theft or any
felony;
4. That he is insane;
5. That he has such defect in the
organs of feeling or hearing, or such
bodily or mental defect or disease as to
MARCH 1991

27-29, 1991 at the Samt Anthony Hotel.
We are hoping for a huge turn out.
The Friends are very pleased to welcome our new members: Pam Dickens
from Littlefield and Beth Martin from
Widuta Falls We are certam t h a they
will be a great asset to our organization.
There are two find things I would
like to mention; first, Teresa and Ed
Mallett are busy getting settled in their
new home, we wish them good luck in
the new year. Second, Friends member
Ilene Zimmerman's husband Jack has
been called to active duty due to the
Gulf Crisis Our prayers will be with her
during this time of conflict..

or the court. If he answers in the
negative, he shall be further examined
as to how his conclusion was formed,
and the extent to which it will affect his
action; and, if it appears to have been
formed from reading newspaper accounts,communications,statements or
reports or mere rumor or hearsay, and
if the luror states that he feels able,
notwithstanding such opinion, to rmder an impartial verdict upon the law
and the evidence, the court, if satisfied
that heis impartid and wilI render such
verdict,may, inits di$cretion,admit bun
as competent to serve In such case. If
the court, in its discretion, is not satisfied that he is impartial, the juror shall
be discharged;
11. That he cannot read or write.
No jutoY shall be impaneled when it
appears that he is subject to the second,
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FEDERAL IMPACT DECISIONS
by Charles Blau and Kevin Collins
1. United States u. One Parcel of
Real Estate, in LA'S 916 Douglas
Auenue(Bourne),-E.2d-,
N o . 883361 (7th Cir., May 29,1990).
ISSUE Whether a substantial connection between illegal drug act~vityand
real property need be demonstrated in
order for the property to be subject to
cwil forfe~tureunder 21 U.S.C. t 881 (a)
(7).
DISCUSSION An undercover govemmentagent metwiththe claimant herein
in a restaurant and discussed a possible
cocaine deal. Claimant gave the mformant his home phone number and
agreed to keep in touch. Subsequently,
claimant was calledathome and agreed
to procure cocaine for a certain price
for the informant. Several additional
calls were made to the home in finalizmg the deal and claimant was later
convicted of a cocaine conspiracy
charge The government then fded a
complaint seeking forfeiture of
claimant's house under 21 U.S.C. g 881
(a) (7). The d~strictcourt held that the

house was used to facilitate a drug
business and ordered forfeiture of the
same. On appeal, claimant asserted
that real property can not be forfeited in
the absence of a subsbntial connection
between it and the drug transactions.
The appellate court began its analysis
by noting that in 1984 Congress
amended legislation concerning the
forfeiture of property linked to drug
traffickmg to includereal property The
applicable sectlon, 881 (a) (7) subjects
to forfeiture all real property which is
used in any manner to commit, or to
facllitate the commission of, certain
drug offenses. The court found such
language of the statute to be clear, and
unambiguous, reaching all real property used to promote the drug trade
Grafting an implied "substantial connection" test onto the plain language of
the statute would frustrate the Congressional scheme. The inquily is thus
limlted to whether the connection between underlying drug transactions and
the property was more than inc~dentd

or fortuitous.
Herem, claimant met with the agent
and knew of his interest in buying and
sellrng cocaine. He gave the agent h s
home telephone number and negotlated the pnce and quanuty to be sold
The number was used again the next
day to arrange a msacuon, therefore,
the district court properly found the
nexus between claimant's house and
the drug offenses was not mcidental or
fortuitous. Accordingly, the real property was appropriately subject to forfeiture w~thoutany showing of a substantial connection between drug activity
and the real property.
2. United States u. MurNlo, - P.2d

-,89-3261(5th Cir., May 23,1990).
ISSUE: Whether a district court may
order an upward departure fmm the
Federal Sentencing Guidelines solely
on the basis of information contained in
the pre-sentence report
Continued on page 36
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GRANTED PETITIONS
FOR DISCRETIONARY REVIEW

SinceJuly 17, 1985, the administratiuestaffattorneysof the Court of Criminal Appeals have compiled, in the normal course of business, a list of cases
and legal issues on which the Court has
grantedpetitions for reuiew. Although
originallypreparedforinternaluseonly,
the Court has authorized release of the
list forpublication and for use by the
bench and bar of Texas. The issues
listed are summaries as worded by the
stafi and do not necessarily reject either the reasoning or the phraseology
used by theparties or by the Court.
Thefollowing are the cases and issues
on which the Court of CriminalAppeais
granted reuiew hut which the Court has
not yet deliuered a written opinion:

erred in deciding that appellant's hearsay objections to the testimony of witnesses Cleveland and Grady as to what
the child told them about the details of
the offense lacked the requisite specificity under Tex.R.Cr.Evid. 103 (A) (1)
to preserve error. (2) The Court of
Appeals erred in deciding that the
admission of two video-taped interviews with the child was h-amless error
as to the conviction and punishment.
(3) The Court of Appeals erred in
deciding that the admission of the
hearsay statements .of the child elicited
through witnesses Nauret and Stanley
was harmless error as to the conviction
and punishment.

PDR 0989-90 11/21/90, (A's Mot, for

PDR 1016-90 11/28/90, Uualde Co.,
6 ' s PDR), Dan H. Saunden, Jr., Con-

Rhg. Grid after PDR refuedj, Kevin
Oglesby (1) Whether the Court of
Appeals erred in holding that there is
no need for a transfer of funds at some
point to satisfy the "finance or invest"
requirement of Tex. Health & Safety
Code Ann., Sec. 481.126OiernonPamp.
1990). (2) Whether the Court of Appeals erred in holding that appellant's
argument to let another jury decide
whether appellant attempted to make
an illegal investment because there was
no evidence of a transfer of funds,
allowed the State to inform the jury as
to the trial judge's beliefs concerning
the State's evidence in that issue. (3)
Whether the Court of Appeals erred in
holding that evidence of extraneous
offenses which had nothing to do with
the offense of illegal investment were
admissible in light of Tex. Rules of
Criminal Evidence 401, 402, 403 and
404Cb) which now prohibit such evidence absent a showing of relevancy
and this coutt's opinion in Couret u.
State, 792 S.W.2d 106 (Tex.Crim.App.
1990).

PDR 1245-88 11/28/90, Bastrop Co.,
(A'sPDRj, RobeifFleming, SexualAbuse
of a Child: (1) The Court of Appeals
MARCH 1991

spiracy to Commit Arson Accomplice
as: (1) Whether defendant was egregiouslyharmed by trial court's failure to
include instruction in the charge on
accomplice witness testimony where
witness was accomplice as a matter of
law. Defendant did not object. (2)
How is such error reviewed and is
Gonzales, 441 S.W.2d 539, appl~cable?
(3) Was evidence sufficientto corroborate the accomplice testimony? (4)
What effect is there on an "egregious
harm" review when defendant fails to
have arguments to the jury included in
the record?

search. (3) The Court of Appeals
misapplied and misinterpreted inevitable discovery and inventory search
doctrines.

PDR 1042-90 12/05/90, Young Co.,.
( S t PDRj, Keny Dwayne Tate, Del/
Meth.(Hab.j: 1. Whether a person can

be a party to delivery of a CS by an
agent of the state.#

PDR 1052-90 12/05/90, Dallas Co., (Ss
PDRI, Buddy Johnson, Robbery: (1)
Whether COA was correct that prior
conviction alleged for enhancement
was void because of absence of any
documents in file showing a competency hearing was held and other records show prior, unvacated adjudication of incompetency. Is burden on
State as in Manning, or does appellant
have burden because it is a collateral
attack.

PDR 095490 12/1390, Dallas Co., ( S i
PDR # l j , (A's PDR #21, Willie C Nicker-

son, Unauthorized use ofMotor Vehicle:

Whether Tex.R.App.Pro. 40 (b) (11,
which permits appeal after a guilty
>lea, is applicable to misdemeanors?

(1) S's PDK-Did the Court of Appeals
err in holding the pen packets were not
properly authenticated, and so were
inadmissible at the punishment phase?
Tex.R.Crim.Evid.802. (2) A's crossPDR-Was the evidence insufficient to
support the prior convictions because
the pen packets, which were objected
to because of improper authentication,
had
no
probative
value?
Tex.R.Crim.Evid. 802.

PDR 1031-90 11/28/90, H a w Co.,

PDR 1003-90 12/12/90, Dallas Co.,

54's PDRj, SamuelJ. Ettipio, Poss. With

Intent to Deliuer Cocaine: (1) The

(A's PDR), Edward McMillian, Agg.
Assault: 1. Whether unadjudicated

Court of Appeals did not consider all
points raised. (2) The record is not
sufficient to establish a valid inventory

extraneous offenses are admissible at
punishment under newly amended Aa.
37.07 Sec. 3(a).

PDR 1025-90 11/28/90, Kerr Co., (A's

PDRj, Robert D. Lemmons, DWI:

1
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Summary of Significant Decisions
of the Courts of Appeals
by Roy E. Greenwood
Case Name
Cause No.

Court a
Name

Offense

County

Disposirion

JOHNSON, FREDERICK
No. 14
Aggravated Sexual
Harris
Affirmed
#14-90-00138-CR
Houston
Assault of a Child
1. COURT'S CHARGE(PAR0LELAWINSmUmOM-Where A complains that the parole law instruction is unconstitutional,
and this case was tried in February, 1990, after the constitutional amendment to Article IV, Section llca), CA holds that this
case is controlled by the amendment and that Rose has no application, thus no error.
COMMENT: It would appear that trial counsel had a proper opportunity to challenge, in a further manner, the validity of the
constitutional amendment as the amendment, while it may have cured the "separation of powers" problem in the original
statute, the CCA m Rose also voted that the parole law charge deprived the defendant of "due course of law" and thus counsel
could still have raised the denial of "due course of law" complaint during the trial of this case, but apparently did not.
Reversed
Delivery
Collin
GONZALES, JOSE
No. 5
#5-90-00291-CR
Dallas
of Cocaine
1. COURT'S CHARGE(DEUVERn-Where A objected to the court's charge on constructive delivev, and specificaly set out
a proposed charge that was correct on the facts, and this charge was rejected and a more general charge was given not properly
applying the law to the facts, CA holds that this is harmful error and requires reversal
NO9
Unauthorized Pract~ce
Angelina
Reversed
CRYAN, JIM
#9-90-014CR
Beaumont
of Denistry
1. COURTSCHARGE(COMMENTONT%ZlGHTOFEWDENCh)-Even though A may not have been entitled to the exemption
charge mentioned herein above, as a matter of law, the trial court nevertheless spe&cdy instructed the jury that they could
not comldersuch defense, and thus CA holds that thls IS an improper comment on the weight of the evidence, and even though
A may not properly be entitled to an mtruction, a comment on the weight of the evidence is harmful because the charge
"emphasizes" appellant's attempt and failure to obtain a jury instruction on his sole defensive issue, thus this IS harmful error
and requires reversal.
2 CROSS-EX~M~NA~~ONAN
WEACHMENT(MTRANE0US OEFEWES)-Where State improperly aoss-examinedA with
regard to prior misdemeanor probations, and civil injunctions against practice of dentistry, all of these were irrelevant and
l k t e r i a i and harmful, and also require reversal.
NOTE: J. Brookshire dissents.
Affirmed
Orange
No.9
99-89-266-CR
Beaumont
1. COURT'SCHARGE ~ ~ R A R Y ~ N s A N ~ / S E C I ~Where
~ N ~A.testified
~ ~ ) -during punishment phase of the trial that
Adid not know his conduct was wrong as a result of his intoxicationat the time ofthe offense,and then requested the tanporary
intoxication charge. CA holds that A was entitled to the charge and thus the failure to give the charge wds error; however,
A must also shog harm, and in this case, CA finds that the videotape of A made sho& after the offense was not included
in the appellate record, thus there is an msufficientrecord to determine harm and thus complaint overruled.
COMMENT: CA holdsthat "becauseappellant preserved the error,wemust determme whether the error caused him any actual
! made,
h a m " citing Almanza, 686 S.W.2d 157. This is not the test. Actual harm must only be shown when no objection 3
and in this case, the fact that A did object to the court's d m g e is a much lesser burden on ham. In this case, A entered plea
of guilty,and got the maximum five-year sentence in prison, and thus,it is difficult to conceivethat the jurors failureto consider
such "temporary insanity" instruction dunng the punishment phase of the trial was not harmful. I don't understand what
difference the vtdeotape makes, because A apparently conceded that he was intoxicated at all times. PDR should be taken
here.
HARVEY. WIUlAM

LEE, JAMES
#2-89-112-CR

No. 2

Voluntary

Tarrant

Reversed

Ft. Woah
Manslaughter
1. S[/mIC~NCY(VOLWARYMANSUUGHER)- CA reviews the evidence raised by A under the doctrine of Bradltry v.
State, 658 8.W 2d 847,and finds that even though A was charged with first degree murder, and found gullty of voluntary
manslaughter, there is no evidence to show that "sudden passion" would support a conviction for voluntary manslaughter,
thus conviction for voluntary manslaughter is also reversed.
MARCH 1Wl
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BERMEN, JOHNNY
No. 1
Escape
HalTis
Reversed
#l-89-00752-CR
Houston
1. SliFEICIENCYCESCAPEl- Where State mdicted A for acapingfrom custody after being chargedwith offense, and record
shows that A fled custody some three hours before he was formally charged, CA firnds that the definition of "charging" is the
filing of a f o r d complaint, information or indictment, and since that had not occurred, evidence is insufficientto show an
escape after charge, as A should have been charged with escape after being arrested, thus the evidence is insufficient.
2. HEARSAY(BUSINESSREC0RDSj-Where State introduced a series of jail records that hadvarious "refesences to A escaping"
and being an "escaperisk" in them, the State contends that these jail records were admissible as "business records," CAreviews
Texa law and federal law and fmds that these staremems go to the ultimate issue of guilt-innocence in this case, and thus
these statements lack the necessary indicia of reliability, and were thus madmissible even though technicallycamporring with
the provis~onsof being exceptions to the hearsay rule under Rule 803, thus error is found and error not harmless.
RAMIREZ, INEZ ET AI.
Webb
No. 4
Bribery
Reversed
#4-88-00424-CR
San Antonio
1. SUFFICIL%IVCIENONSPE?ACYTO COMMITBRIEERU-Where multiple codefendants were indxcted in a complex scheme
to bribe a county official to vote for the purchase of a particular piece of real estate, with the payments in bribe money being
claimed as contributions to one of the co-consniratorrsre-election cam~aipns.a nmoritv
, , of CA reviews the evidence and even
though the majority opimon expresses someAdispleasurewith reviewing a circumstantial evidence case like this under the
"reasonable hypothesis" rule, the mjority is bound by it and findsthat itwas a reasonablehypothesis that these were campaign
contnbutions, not bribes, thus holds that the evidence is insufficient.
NOTE: J. Chapa concurs, and J. Butts dissents.
A

-

No. 5
A%
Dallas
Reversed
DAVIS, LESLIE:
$05-89-00929-CR
Dallas
Robbery
1. JURY CBA?SONERROR,- Where State struck four black jurors and A complains as to two of them, and State candidly
admmed that they used "sight challenges" on the jurors with the prosecutor's explanation of such a challenge being "based
on their appearance. . $they appeared J U S ~not to Pa within any type of group the State would ever want to put on the jury,"
CA has no problem fiiding that these were not iogglttmate, race neutral strikes, and orders new trial.
COMMENT: The date of the commission of the offense in this case was January 18,1989,and thus a is assumed that this trial
occurred somewhere in mid-1989 and it is amaztsg to me that the State and the tHal courtwould adopt such a position and
a "sight challenge", obviously based on someone's race, would be vaIid under Batson????
Pos. Drugs
Bexar
Reversed
MARES, GILBERT
No. 4
#04-89-00242-CR
San Antonio
1. S.ZJ?FICIENCY(DOPEi-Where PO'S entered a two-story apartment with warrant, and A was found downstairs, dope was
found upstairs,and there was no connection of A to premises other than being a visitor, and no incriminating statements, and
no needle marks or showmg that A was under influence, CA finds insufficient affirmative links to dope, thus reverses.
NOTE: J Peebles dissents.
No. 3
Del. Drugs
Wlliamson
Reversed
ROBERSON, WILLIE
#3-89-144-CR
Austin
1. COWSEL (INEFi?ECIIVEASSISANCEJJWhar A was charged with delivery, and his twin brotherhad also been indicted
for delivery to same officer on same day, and pled guilty to it, CA reviews counsel's effectiveness in light of a defense of
"mistaken identify" and finds that counsel fadedm many respects, especially in his failure to request an tnstruction onmistaken
identify and thus convmion reversed and remanded.
RODRIQUEZ, JOSEPH
No. 4
A%r.
Bexar
Reversed
#489-00332-CR
San Antorno
Sexual Assault
1. W A Y (OLITCRY/AR11CLE38 072, VA.C.C.P.j- Where six year old C/W did not testify and even refused to answer
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questions on a video tape, CA holds that the witness was not "available" for cross-examination, thus under the provis~onsof
Art. 38.072, the alleged outcry statement was not admissible, the objections were sufficient and since this outuy was the only

evidence of sexual penetration, the error is harmful requiring reversal.
2. SUWIWCY(SE;PUAASSALIL?9--CA initially points out that since A presented defensive testimony, that A has waived
his complaint concerning the denial of a directed verdict (this, however, is not true. See Madden, - S.W.2.d - ,Tex. Crim.
App. #69625, 9/12/90, at footnote #3); however, CA does apply the correct rule of reviewing all the evidence to determine
the sufficiency of the evidence questlon also raised, and holds that, even though there was also wial error, there is no evidence
that the offensewas proved, or that appellant did it, thus the evidence is insuffidenf thus requiring a judgment of acquittal.
CANTU, ENRIQUE
No. 4
UCW
Bexar
Affmed
#4-89-00606-CR
San Antonio
1. SUEFCLENCY(RNTIQUI3 W?APONS)-Where
A was charged with carrymg a prohibited weapon, and contended at previal and at trial that the shotgun in question had been manufactured before 1889, and was therefore an "antique or curio"
weaDon. CA holds that in order to invoke this defense. A must show that the. illegal short barrel on the weaoon was an intern1
partof the gun a t the time of its manufacture, and that since A did not ma&> showing, either pre-triai or at trial that &is
alteration had occurred at the time of manufacture, and as a matter of fact the evidence indicates to the con*,
the evidence
is sufficient.

MARABLE, VIRGINIA
No 6
Possession of
Franklin
Reversed
#6-90-009-CR
Texarkana
Marijuana
1. SUFFICIECYPOSSRFSIONO~MARIJrwvR,-Even though A's m-defendant, James Marable's conviction is found to be
sufficientfor possession, CA holds that there was very hale testimony concerning this cc-defendant and her connection to the
dope possession plan, only that she lived on the property, and thus evidence found to be insufficient.
MARABLE, JAMES
No. 6
Possession of
Franklin
Reversed
690-007-CR
Texarkana
Marijuana
1. SUE-FWCYPOSSESIONOFMARlJUANA)-Where A was shown to live on a 70-acre tract of land, with several patches
of marijuana thereon, one approximately800 feet from residence, withnumerous potted plant. around, and with a greenhouse
that showed possible marijuana cultivation techniques, plus some incriminating statement, evidence sufficient to linkA to dope
cultivation scheme.
2. PROSECOTOKUl MISCONDUCT(COMiMENT O N F W m TO lES7TFU
Where prosecutor commented on A and codefendant's farlure to testify, and objection was overruled, reversal required.

-

Possession
Reversed
NO. 14
NOWLING, MICHAEL
#14-90-00197-CR
Houston
of Manpana
1 DEFENIVE TAC171CS(DISCOVERY)-Where A was charged with possession of afebny amount of marijuana (126.3 grams)
A made it known to the mu& that under the orovlsions of Section 481.121 of the Texas Health and Safetv Code. stalks and
seeds are not includahle&ithin the total for 'mputatton, thus A filed a motion with the trial c o w for a <uantitative weight
analysis of the total amount of drugs, asking that the analysis either be done by the police department or by his own expert,
and dus motion was denied, CA finds that under the law, A has the burden of proof to show this exemption from the statute,
under Dogge8 u. State, 530 S.W.2d 552, and E1kmn.s u. State, 543 S.W.2d 648;further, CA holds that the evidence in this case
was close as to the total amount of seeds and stalks involved, and thus the tnal court% denial of this motion for discovery
prevented A from putting on evidence concerning the exempted quantities of drugs and thus trial cout abused discretion
showing reversible error, especially since CA notes that A had an absolute right to have an independent examination of the
drugs under Demmng o State, 481 S.W.2d 863.
2. SUFFICmCY(MARlJcrANA)-Where State's chemical witness testified that "seeds,rootsand mature stalks" were considered
to be usable marijuana, and in this case, the purported "expert' testified that seeds composed 39 5 grams of the total weight
and that he did no examination of the seeds to determine whether they could be germinated, CA nevertheless holds that the
witnesses' testimony, even directly comd~ctoryto the provmons of the Health and Safety Code were sufficient to support
a conviction, thus this point is overruled
COMMENT: I don't understand CA's holding on the sufficiency issue, in view of their prior holding on the discovery issue.
The State's own witness admitted that approximately1-1/2 ounces of the total amount was "seeds"which hehadnot defermined
were includable, thus it looks to me like I'A made his burden of proof on sufficiency, yet CA disagrees.
No. 11
Burglary
Taylor
Reversed
BYRD, GARY
#11-90-OlGCR
Eastland
1. SUFF€2ENCY(BURGLARY OFA BLEEDING)- Where A had had previous run-in with store security in K-Mart store, and
had been ordered not to come back to the premises, and A"s name was put on a list of "persona non gratis" customers, but
A came in anyway, and using a false name and false information to the teller, managed to obtain a false monetary return on
a item whch had not been purchased in the store and A was charged w~thburg1a.y of a buildimg for this misdemeanor "theft
by deception"; CA holds that since the attendant in this store, who waited on A, never had personal knowledge that A had
been ordered not to return, thus the attendant did not order A to leave and helped A with this fraudulent transaction, thus
A's actual entv into the store was with the attendant's consent and thus A cannot be convicted of burglary..
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In and Around Texas
Continuedfmmpage S
offense if he/she knew the deadly
weapon would be used or exhibited.
The Penal Code proposal would amend
Section 8.03 to allow the admission of
evidence of intoxication at the penalty
phase of a trial. The State could introduce that evidence at punishment if
desired. Ths proposal would remove
the requirement that intox1cationnseto
the level temporary insanity in order to
be admitted in mitigation of punishment.
What Me Worry?
Long time State Bar of Texas Director
of Communications, Larry Fitzgerald,
was fmd on 4 January. Also relieved of
her duties on the same day was State
Bar lobbyist, Lulu Flores. Sometimes,
one wonders what goes on in the
"puzzle palace" at 14th and Colorado in
Austin.

CIJ?
TheTtial of a Drug Case set for 14and
15 February will be history by the time
you read this. The hope is that the
combined e f f o a of TCDLA and the
National Association of C r i i l Defense Lawyers will have resulted in
another outstanding criminal law seminar. TCDLA Board of Directors' meeting was scheduled for Saturday, 16
February at 10:OO a.m.
By now you should have received
notice of the CDLP Criminal Trial Advocacy Institute set for 17-22 March at the
Criminal Justice Center in Huntsville.
Thanks to Bid1 White, White and Allison, Austin, who wiU again be course
coordinator. Limited scholarships are
available.
The CDLP HomicideTrialSkillsCourse
will be in Austin on 18and 19April with
details provided by an upcoming brochun.. Also in h c
pro& is
1(.Din's Advanccul Fedm11Short Cousc
scheduled for 23 and 24 May in South
Padre Island. Directors Bob Hmton
and Kyle Welch are the course coordinators.
June is a big month for CLE with the
State Bar Convention and the Criminal
Justice Section criminal law seminar
planned for 19June, and TCDLA conducting its annual Judge Rusty Duncan
Advance Short Come in San Antonio.
So far David Botsford has been tapped
as one of the course coordinators for
the state law course, and David has

..~
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done an outstanding job of selecting
some of the top Criminal law experts in
Texas for the course. Therewill be one
or two more course directors to insure
the success of this "jewel in the crown"
of TCDLA's continuing legal education
program.

StcwgthiUNnmbers

The National Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers will sponsor a seminar and the fouah "Strength in Numbers" on 2 May in Philadelphia at the
RiG-Carlton. This program, as its name
implies, is to assist state and local
affiliates in better sewing their members. I have been invited to make a
presentation on production of CLE
programs by state and local criminal
defense lawyer groups.
My thirty-threeyears of Marine Corps
sewice constrainsme to make a request
that probably doesn't need to be made
considering the audience of this magazine, but in any case I ask that each
person reading this please support the
men and women serving in the middle
east. I hardly need say that it's O.K. in
this country to protest the war or to
protest the protesters, but even if you
think the war is a bad idea, the troops
are carrying out the policy, not implementing it. Semper fi.B

Bank Fraud
Confinuedfimpage 15
intent to injure and defraud the bank
beyond a reasonabledoubt Heargued
that the government failed to meet its
burden of proof regarding intent to
defraud because the evidence showed:
1) that Southers had expressed an intent to repay the bank and did, in fact,
make repayment, 2) that no witness
testified or suggested that Southers
intended to injure and defraud the
bank, and 3) that concrete evidence of
such intent was lacking. Id. at 1305.
In affming Southers' conviction, the
Honorable Judge Hill recognized that
"this circuit has adopted the rule that
the requisite intent is proven by showing a knowing, voluntary act by the
defendant ,thenatural tendencyofwhich
may have been to injure the bank exen
though such may not have been his
motive.* Id. (citing Tid&Iand UniEed
Statesu.KSlian, 541 F.2d 1156,1159-60
Csth Cir. 1976)); See also, United States
u.Kinlon, 875 F.2d 1091(5th Cir. 1989);

UnitedStatesv.Adamson,700 F.2d953,
96364 (5th Cir. 1983) (en banc) cett.
denied464 US. 833 (1983) and United
States u. Brock, 833 F.2d 519 (5th Cir.
1987).
Citing Tidwel again, the court in
Southers held that evidence of the
eventual repayment of the misapplied
funds does not negate the requisite
intent. Judge Hill reasoned that if the
repayment evidence was allowed to
negate or reduce the requisite intent,
thin his would put vic& txinks :tt the
mercy of chose hankofficers who would
use their official status to substitute, in
the place of cold, hard cash taken
without authorization from the bank,
the undertaking, expressed or implied,
of a financially distressed person to
repay the bank. The making of such
"loans"would leave banks in a harmed
position . . ." Id. at 1306.
The F i Circuit in United Ststes u.
KZll~m,541 F.2d 1156 (5th Cir 1976)
held that neither the phrase "willfully
misapply" nor "intent to defmud necessarily connotes an evil desire or a
motive for causing injury. Deliberate
misapphcation of bank funds suffices,
even if the actor 1s motivated purely by
his own self interest or that of another
and wishes no harm to anyone. Id. at
1160.
The Honorable Judge NowIin, in
Uneted States u. RubenJohnson, supra,
gave the followinginstrumon concerning intent to defraud:
The Government does not have to
prove that the bank suffered a loss to
obtain a conviction. But the Government must demonstrate more than the
Defendant was guilty of maladminismtion or that funds were irregularly or
improperly used; that is, the element of
intent to injure or defraud is not fulfilled
by a mere showing of indiscretion or
neglect on the part of the bank off~cer.
The question is whether Defendant
deprived the bank of its right to have
custody of its funds, that is, the right to
make its own decisbw as to how the
Funds are used. [citing UnFted S&tes u.
Cauhk?, 706 F.2d f522, 1352-1354 C5th
Cir. 1983; and UnitedSYbesu.landeq
V6 F.2d 94,96 6thcir. 197811.
While valid consent ofbcfwdof directors of the bank is a & f e n . t o misap-

dic~tic)nofbmkfunds.theboardannot
&date a fraud on th; bank and, thus,
if d&endant Wended to defraud, a p
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Editor's Column
Catinuedfimpage 4
student any longer, as Charlie is now a
teacher, a leader, and an asset to the
legal profession.
Charlie remained with me for about
two years after being admitted to the
bar. He has never stopped reaching for
more, constantly improving in all areas
of criminal law, his chosen area of
practice. He developed his skills,
worked hard, and matured into an
admired t r d and appellate attorney, a
known and esteemed member of the
bar at all levels of the Texas Criminal
Justice System.
During all of the time that I have
known Charlie, a part of his make-up
that makes him so viable is his compassion for others. That's his east Texas,
down-home upbringing. All of the
Bairds spell compassion in capital letters and live that way. Who, then, could
be better qualified to join this distinguished forum, whose tasks are so
difficult and demanding, than a person
who is well versed in the law, who is
self-motivated, who is conscientious,
and who feels deeply about others?
The roman poet, Horace, in 24 B.C.,
could have had Charlie in mind when
he wrote, "A good and faithful Judge
prefers what is right to what is expedient'.
It is with great pleasure, then, that I
introduce to you Judge Elect, Texas
Court of Criminal Appeals, Place 4,
Charles Frederick (Charlie) Baird.
Thank You.

lJames N. Barkley
Judge, County Criminal Court at Law
No. 14
Houston, Texas

1)r. Je.ue W. Joncs
on hehalf 11f Judge
Morris Overstrwt
T h e Ilonor;~blc
Members of the
Court, Governor
Elect Ann Richards,
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Historians will recall the events of this
day,January2.1931,
not only because of
its historic significance but especially
Judge Mu& Duersrw ana ur J e w W.Jones
because of the outstanding record of
Judge in Potter County. Judge Overachievements to be amassed by Morris
street is the father of three children:
Overstreet as a Judge on the Texas
Morris Oversmet, SI, a senior at Texas
Court of Criminal Appeals. Born to the
A&M; Eliiabeth Overstreet, a junior
late West and Nora Overstreet of Amarh& student and West Overstreet who
illo, Judge Overstreet attended public
is in elementary
school.
It is an esteem delight and pleasure to
present to the honorable Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals a
man of sterling character with a strong
commitment to excellenceand a keen sense
of equity and fairness,
the Honorable Morris
Overstreet.
'Dr. Tesse W. Tones
~udge
MOM o v e ~ r e e t
is cwkntly the- state
chairman of the Coalition of Black Democrats. He is a former
school in Potter County and graduated
member of State Democratic Executive
from San Angelo State University and
Committee, former vice chair of the
the Thurgood Marshall Law School of
Dallas County Demouatic Party and a
Texas Southern University. He has
former member of the Democratic
sewed as a defense lawyer, assistant
District Attorney and a County at Law
National Committee.

Judge Char& Barrrt and Judge Char&

I

CmOell

Judge CbuckMIIlerarrdJobnBoston,m arrenaancearwwnngin
mimontes
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Emmett Calvin on behalf of
Judge F d Maloney

Distillingthoughts of my friend, Frank
Maloney, in a few fleeting moments is
extremely difficult.
I must admit I attempted to
dissuade him from running for
this position for a nuniber of
reasons.
The Court is generally unknown and thusmisunderstood
by the public, as are most
appellate c w in criminal
matters. The general public
Fmds that a court which exist3
primarily to insure the rights of
defendants. A difficult pill to
swallow in this day of law and
otder. Little understanding that
this is the real thrust of law and
order, This popular notion
has, on occasion permeated the corn
itself thereby umting continuing tensions, leading at times to
ap
pmaches. Lastly, althoughamemberof
theTexasSuptane court, uponleaving
the bench, is assured of a l u d v e
positionwitha large civilla*,
fcom
this bench, there is rarely such an
option. Yet one who attempts to use
this bench for other poIiti& aspiratiom, would misuse this court. ~ h u s ,
the only reward is to be found fmm a
Paper product of lonely toil -the well
reasoned opinion to be r e f e d to by
lawyers and judges for many yeais to
come.
As a friend, I could not adviseJudge
Maloney otherwise. But he is dedicated. For him there is no monetary
gain, he leaves a lucmtive practice
behind.
Yet with all this said, I could understand why, as a former army officer in
Korea who nearly lost the sight of both

I

1
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eyes; entered into the field of law and
is now enveloped in a warm respect
shared by all lawyers in this a t e and
nation, would want to involve himself
in this judicial endeavor. What we hwe
is a contribution of a great mind and
communicator to this -the First Court
of Criminal Appeals in the world.
I do hope the members of the court
will accept him for what he is: a fine
lawyer with a unique ability to c~ntribUte and one who can understand, respect,and appreciatetheviews of others.
This is so important to a wholesome
court. You will appreciate his ambition: to merge with the court and help
bring about a great court, whose opinions wiU be respected throughout this
state and nation and, at the same time,
hd~&~
c n
~ Q & S
you will find in hima friendship,understanding, and respect for all his brothTexas Board of Legal Specialization,
Fraternity; h e & Theta Phi.
Assistant Disrrict Attorney,
Dallas. 1961-63. Dean of the
~ationalColleie for Criminal
Defense, 198254, Board of
Regents, 1980-82. Member
Dallas Couniy and American
Bar Associations.;State Bar of
Texas (Chairman Cihhal Law
Section 1966-67 Dirpctor,
1969-%A Dallas County criminal ]Par Associalion (I'rrsklent,
1970);Texas Criu~inall)cfunsc
Lawvers Association (Director, '1971-78) National Assoaation of Criminal Defense
Lawyers [Director 1977401
Texas Association of Board Ceaified
Specialis in CMnal Law (President
1980-81). InducCedintotheTe~as~riminal Defense Lawyers Hall of FameJune
1988. The BatIrrwyasi~Amerlca,1989
90 p. 675. RIarvard Law SchoaU.4

JwlgePmnk Maloney aadJw$gePuman R o M

ers. The bench could ask no more frcun
a new member and I trust its members
receive him for what he can do and
Share.
*EmmettColvin born Stuttgaa ArkanS%, July 18.1918; admitted to bar, 1942,
Ark-$,
1948,Taes~ee;
1960,Texas;
also admitted to
@ce
before U.S.
SupremeCourt; US.
Court of Appeals,
~ i f t h ,~ i g h t hand
Tenth k i t s ; U.S.
District Court, Easte m and Western
Districts of Texas.
PrePamtoV education Arkanss Smse
Univa*;
st. Muis
Univmiityikdeducation, Unlvasity of
Arkansas CLL.B.
19421 Board Ce&
fied CXminal Law,

Y,.,'

.. .

..
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Significant Developments
Continuedfrom page 14

'

on crossexamination.
%mas u. State, 759 S.W.2d 449
(&x.App.-Houston D4th Dist.1 1988,
pet ref d) The State may not convert an
opinion witness to a reputation witness
to ask "have you heard" questions on
cross. The general principles regarding
cross-examination are still applicable.
See Rule 606(b), infra. The court
furtherstated "Reputationwitnessesmay
be asked only "have you heard" questions in an attempt to affect the weight
of their testimony. Opinion witnesses
may be asked only "do you know"
questions to test the basis for their
personal opinions." Thomas at 452.
404(aj(2). Charactw of victim
Only the character of the victim may
be inquired mto under Rule 404(a)C2).
Hernandez u. State, 774 S.W.2d 319
(Tex.App.-Dallas 1989,pet. refd). No
author& could be foundto support the
defendant'sproposition that the vidm's
uncle, who acted in concert with the
deceased, had an admissible character
trait of propensity for violence, even
where self-defense was in issue.
4040.Other cnmes, wrongs, or ucts
Evidence of other crimes, wrongs or
acts may be admissible for purpdses
other than to showthat defendant acted
in confomitytherewith. SeeRule40401).
See Mont~omely,
discussed under
.
Rule 403.
SeealsoSanSauhiteu.Stute, 786 S.W.2d
271 (Tex.Cr.Ano. 1989) Evidence that
defendant h z t w i c e held a gun to
murder victim's head prior to shooung
admissible as necessary to refute defense of sudden passion and to show
intent of defendant,
Stoker u State, 788 S.W.2d 1
(Tex Cr.App. 1989) Evidence of
defendant's indebtedness because he
"fronted too many drugs" was probauve of defendant's state of mind and
motive in prosecuuon arising out of
capital murder during robbery.
Irrelevant, collateral and immaterial
matters are not permitted on crossexamination.
Posey u. State, 738 S.W.2d 321
(Tex.Ano.-Dallas
1987.. oet. refd)
.>
Defendant's testimony relating previous v~olentarguments between her and
her husband were collateral to offense
of resisting arrest.
404(cJ Character deuant to punishment

.

At punishment phase, the jury is
:oncerned with evaluating defendant's
Jackground and character independmt of commission of the airne for
which he is being tried.
~ b a r r au. State, 775 S.W.2d 409
Tex App.-Wac0 1989, no pet) OpinIon testimony that defendant belonged
.o prison gang was relevant as reputaionevidence in penalty phase of prosecution for carrying deadly weapon in
penal institution..

,ider in imposing sentence. This priniple is strengthened by § 1B1.4 of the
pidelines, which states that the court
nay consider without limitation any
nformation in determining sentence.
n v~ewof such unequivocal Congresional mandate, the majority concluded
hat a district court acts w i t h its discreion in relying solely upon information
:onmined in the pre-sentence investigation report in departing upward from
he sentencing guidelines..

This article wig be continmd in the next
issue ofvoice.

Batson

Significant Decisions Report
Continuedfmmpuge 20
For all "technical defects." Thus, majority rejected State's daim that both SW
and supportingaffidavit should be read
together to cure the defect in dates.
TCA's rationale for refusing to read SW
and affidavit together. (1) posslbiiity of
pre-signed warrants or (2) alteration of
affidavit after issuance of warrant. TCA
found these possibilities "too great" to
considerthediscrepancieshere a "matter
of inconsequential irregularity." Accordingly, record must have some form
of testimony or other evidence (not
merely the documentsin question themselves) tending to show the error was
technical or clerical in nature..

Federal Impact Decisions
Continuedfmm page 28
DISCUSSION. The F i Circult began
its analysis by nomg that sentences
above the guideline range but below
the statutory maximum will not be
disturbed in the absence of a gross
abuse of discretion, citing United States
u. Juarer-Oraega, 866 F.2d 747 (5th Cir.
1989). The record herein revealed that
the &strict court's sole reason for de'pamng upward concerned statements
contained in the pre-sentence investigation report. These statements indicated that the defendant's immigration
law violations had benefited countless
illegalaliensandseverely cornpmmised
a local amnesty problem. Surveying
the statutory landscape, the appellate
court noted that 18 U.S.C. $ 3661 prohibits any limitation on the information
a district court may receive and con-

Continuedfrom page 27
hird or fourth grounds of challenge for
2ause set forth above, although both
Jarties may consent. All other grounds
b r challenge may be waived by the
party or parties in whose favor such
qounds of challenge exist
In this subsection "legallyblind" shall
mean having not more than 20/200 of
visual acuity in the better eye with
correcting lenses, orvisual acuitygreater
than 20/200 but with a limitation in the
field of vision such that the widest
diameter of the visual field subtends an
angle no greater than 20 degrees.
(b) A challenge for cause may be
made by the State for any of the following reasons:
1 That the juror has conscientious
scruplesin regard to the infliction of the
pumshment of death for crime, in a
capital case, where the State is seeking
the death penalty;
2 That he is related within the third
degree of consanguinity or affmity to
the defendant; and
3. That he has a bias or prejudice
against any phase of the law upon
which the State is entitled to rely for
conviction or punishment.
(c) A challenge for cause may be
made by the defense for any of the
following reasons.
1. That he is related within the t h i i
degree of consanguinlty or affinity to
the person injured by the commission
of the offense, or to any prosecutor in
the case; and
2. That he has a bias or prejudice
against any of the law applicable to the
case upon which the defense is entitled
to rely, either as a defense to some
phase of the offense for which the
defendant is being prosecuted or as a
mitigation thereof or of the punishment
therefor..
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President's
Column- - Lbntinwd fmm /wge 26

L. "Why should we taxpayers have to

pay you to get some criminal off?
M. "Why don't you just tell the Judge
you don't want to represent them criminals that can't afford to pay you themselves?"
N. "If the D.A. can show the grand jury
the guy did it, then I think they must
know whit theyt= doing, and he must
be guilty."
0. 'Yea, I believe a person is innocent
until he is proven guilty, but a grand
jury has already seen the evidence.
You say the grand jury might have seen
some stuff that they can't bring up in
coun . . . that would just show me that
they are right and you're just going to
try to keep that from the jury."
P. "Why should all these killers and
dope dealers get to appeal? When a
jury findsyou guilty, that ought to be
enough. They should take them out
right then and giv'em the needle; it's a
waste of the taxpayers money."
Q. ETC.
Utilizing your format and guidelines,
we experienced (not all at once) a
unique metamorphosis. I found that
within each group,there are sub-groups.
That when you get them involved with
each other, you find one of them supporting your position. T h e was also,
within each group, persons who would
come to our defense when it got a little
heated.
The most amazingphenomenoncame
toward the end of the program and this
was true in every single program. The
ultimate questionasked,after everyone
had their say, was., "What can we, as
individuals, do to improve the criminal
justice system." It rimer failed that
persons would come up after the progmm and say, "I never heard it explained like that before."
Same of the feed-back that we have
experienced make it a11 worth while;
for instance:
1. We have two district courts in Shelby
County. There have been comments
from the bench that the over 65 exemption for jury sewice has been refused
more in the last six months than m the
last 20 years. Most of the f o b were in
our A.A.R.P. groups. Their attitude
because I don't ha%% serve
was,
doesn't mean that I can't, or sbouka'n%
serve. I tell them that their experience,
thoughage on this planet, makes them

mt

a more valued juror. (For some reason
the number of land transactions, wds,
and probate cases in my office have
increased substantially since ow program.)
2. The number of persons who repon
on jury- panels has increased substantially. When asked what they can do to
improve our criminal justice system,
one of the things we told them was
instead of trying to get out of jury duty,
to get involved.
3. I have found that by publicly praising the good that ow law enforcement
officers do, that I have much better
cooperation with them. In addnion, I
have found that citizens appreciate
knowing that we are not agaimt law
enforcement offiaah. We try to get
across the point that we are alla part of
a system that is plagued with problems,
but the problems belong to dl of us.
Working together, we may have a
chance to at least slow it down. Working against each other negates the
possibility to addressing the problem,
much less curtailing it.
4, On Fourth Amendment issues, we
initially found that it was a "rights of
criminals"philosophy. Utimately, when
they addressed Fourth Amendment
issues as "our rights", the philosophy
changed dramatically.
5 On grand jury issues, once they
found out how thegrand jury functions,
i.e. that they only heard the D.A.3 side
of the story;that an accusedhas no right
to appear before the grand jury unless
allowed to; and that you could be
indicted on the hearsay testimony of
someone who just "might not like you",
theanihldetoward indictmentschanged.
6. On the issue of pleabargaining, once
they knew that one could not handle
over five hundred pending felony cases
by trying each of them, and that the
plea bargain usually results in what a
jury would assess anyway, the acceptance of the concept increased.
7. An artitudealso emergedthattougher
laws are not the WW& if we don't
utilize what. we have MW. In this
kgard, and including the short term
that persons spend in prison, p e ~ p l e
were very receptWe to alternative punishments. My probation depanment
has informed me of nuinemus positive
comments made to them of kte, which
has helped out relatimhip. The use 6f
commurriqr senrice probationers has
;dso i n m s s d .
8. People never crmsidered the Me-

ence between a criminal and a person
accused of a crime. In that regard,
many realized that it doesn't take a lot
for you or a family member to be the
accused. And, the further extension of
that is, if I am accused of a crime, I want
a lawyer. And if I have a lawyer, I want
one that knows what he/she is doing
and will "fight" for my rights.
The experiences are endless. The
encouraging thing, so far, is that it
seems to be perpetuating. Many of the
organkationswe talked withhaveasked
for another program on our criminal
justice system; other organizations
Ichwch, school, social) have asked us
to speak with them.
So, El Presidente, your systemworks.
It has not only been successful in informing our citizenry, it has made me a
better litigator an informed citizen. I
never really understood how my community perceives the criminal justice
system, and my part in it. And until one
does, I think a lot that we spend ow
time on is useless as utters on a male
bovine. P.R., as used in our system,
does not mean "public relations"; it
means "professional responsibility".
This is as important as any duty we have
as litigators, it might be more important.
Sitting in a law office by ourselves eontemplatingthe fate of our navels, sitting
and talking among ourselves in bars
and on golf courses; sitting on the tops
of mountains at seminars where we
alone are in attendance,won't cut it. If
we are going to practice "professional
responsibiliv and get the word out, it
has to be done in an enviromenr of
exchange between the participants. It
cannot be accomplished by books,
articles, television or cinema alone.
You have to be able to press the flesh,
to &e and take, to defend and attack,
and accept different philosophies.
You have come upon a good thing, El
presrdente, 1am told that wehave 1375
members of T.C.D.L.A. 0 know b t
because I just called Ausrin and found
out). A lot of folks can be touched by
1375 other'folks, &nl tell you something, if all 1375 members could hwe
the erperieace that I have had and a@
&v& they'd feel better aBout OW
workplace and our plaein it,
Keep up the good arork, El Pre-

siderite.
Resphctfuny yolY$,

J.R. Smith
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proval of the board is no Iongermaterial
to whether there was a misapplication.
United States u. Gregay, 730 F.2d 692
(8th Cir. 1984) rehr. denied740 E2d979
cert. denred469 US. 1208; Unrted States
u Bemn, 546 F.2d 1316, 1321 (8th Cir.
1976) cat. denied430 US. 916 (1977);
United Staes u. Salinas, 654 F 2d 319,
327 (5th Cir. 1981); Unzted States u.
Cuable, 706 F.2d at 1352-54; and United
States u. Km'mer, 609 F.2d 126, 132 (5th
0.1.1980).
The Fifth Circuit court m Salinasand
Cauhleheld that approval or consent by
the board of directors mav be considered in deciding whetherthere has been
a fraud on the bank and whetherdefendant had the requisite intent to injure or
defmud the bank. Satinas, 654 F.2d at
328; and Cauble, 706 F.2d at 1352-54.
However, subsequent ratificatiqn by the
board would not be a defense to charge
against bank president for willful misapplication because the misapplication
preceded the rattfication. UnifeejShafes
v. Lurson, 581 F.2d 664 (7th Cir. 19781..
Thsatticle will be Continued in the next
isrue ofVoice.
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